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Abstract
Trends in Internet infrastructure are driving towards using data centers to provide services
such as web hosting and outsourced storage. Data centers typically have high power require-
ments and may require as much electricity as an entire city. This makes energy a growing
consideration in the Total Cost of Ownership for data centers. Among all components , disk
storage is one of the biggest energy consumers. For a typical medium-sized data center, disk
drives would represent an electricity budget of $7–9 million per year. Therefore, it is very
important to reduce disk energy consumption in data centers.
Designing an energy-eﬃcient high-end storage system is a challenging task. Conserving
energy usually incurs performance penalty; however, performance is very critical in data cen-
ters as they must meet response-time Service Level Agreement they provide to customers.
Moreover, compared to single disk systems, high-end storage systems consisting of hundreds
or thousands of disks is much more complex. All components including storage cache man-
agement, disk power control and data layout need to be carefully designed to minimize disk
energy consumption in a performance-conscious manner.
In this report, we present the design of a performance-aware energy-eﬃcient storage
system in data centers. We achieve this by combining a number of novel techniques: power-
aware storage cache replacement algorithms and write polices that can provide more oppor-
tunities for underlying disk power management to save energy; a coarse-grain global control
algorithm that optimally determines the power conﬁguration for each disk to minimize energy
consumption based on the speciﬁed performance goal; a self-adaptive, performance-directed
and energy-eﬃcient data layout which dynamically balances between performance and en-
iii
ergy conservation as workloads change; a performance guarantee method that automatically
boosts performance if there is a risk that performance goals might not be met due to disk
power management.
Our simulation results using both ﬁle system and online transaction processing(OLTP)
traces show that our system can provide up to 65% energy savings while still meeting the
response-time performance requirements (6.5–26 times better than previous solutions). Our
OLTP emulated system results show that our system can save more energy (29%) than
previous solutions, while still providing an OLTP transaction rate comparable to a RAID5
array with no energy management.
We also study the interaction of diﬀerent storage components in our system and how new
storage alternatives aﬀect the design of energy-eﬃcient storage systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
“What matters most to the computer designers at Google is not speed but power – low power,
because data centers can consume as much electricity as a city.” – Eric Schmidt, CEO,
Google
“One of the biggest consumers of power within the computer technology industry is storage,
and the little magnetic disk drive is one of the worst power hogs in the business. The magnetic
disk drive is very similar to a honeybee. One is no problem. You can even have dozens, but
when you reach hundreds or thousands then you have a swarm.” – Chuck Larabie, Computer
Technology Review
Trends in Internet infrastructure are driving towards using data centers to provide services
such as web hosting, database services and outsourced storage. The steady growth of data
centers introduces a signiﬁcant problem: energy consumption. Typical values for service-
provider data center power densities are 150-200 W/ft2 today, and will be 200-300 W/ft2 in
the near future [Moo02a]. Meanwhile, some are already designing 500 W/ft2 data centers
[HPC03]. With the latter ﬁgure, a medium-sized 30,000 ft2 data center requires 15 MW
to power, one third of which is spent on cooling [Ran04]; this is $13 million per year of
electricity. In aggregate, US data centers were projected to cost $4 billion/year to power
in 2005 [CD01] with a projected annual increase of 25% [Moo02b]. This makes energy a
growing consideration in the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for data centers (about 19%
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today[Ame03]). High energy consumption also prevents easy expansion and has negative
environmental implications.
Among various components of a data center, disk storage is one of the biggest energy
consumers. For example, disk drives contribute 86% of the energy consumption in a typical
EMC Symmetrix 3000 storage system conﬁguration [EMC99]. In a larger system context,
disks consumed 71% of the power for the 2003 Dell PowerEdge6650 benchmark system that
set a price/performance record [pow03] – eighteen times as much as the processors, and 13%
of the TCO. In the much larger HP Integrity RX5670 Cluster TPC-C system [HPT03], disk
power represents about 10% of the TCO. Extrapolating for the medium-sized data center
above, disk drives would represent an electricity budget of $7–9 million per year or 10–
13% of the TCO. As research eﬀorts on energy management for high-end processors, main
memory, network interface cards and switches reduce the energy consumption of high-end
servers, storage system energy consumption will become even more important. This trend is
exacerbated by the projected annual growth rate of 60% [Moo02b] in storage requirements,
as well as the use of higher-performance, faster-spinning disks, with their higher power
requirements.
Although disk power management for mobile devices has been well studied in the past,
only few recent studies [CG02a, GZS+03, GSKF03a, CPB03b, PB04, ZDD+04, ZSZ04] have
looked at power management for the multiple-disk storage systems of data centers. The
large volume of activity in data centers keeps the average idle period between requests too
small to justify the costs of spinning the disks up and down. Thus the potential for saving
energy is very limited. To address this problem, multiple-speed disks have been proposed by
Gurumurthi et al. [GSKF03a] and Carrera et. al [CPB03b]. Reducing disk speed reduces its
power consumption while providing much faster spin-up and spin-down; servicing requests
at low speeds can further eliminate the need of disk spin-up and spin-down. Therefore, more
energy can be saved in spite of those small idle periods. These multi-speed disks are now
commercially available, for example, Hitachi’s Deskstar7K400 [Des04] and Sony’s 2-speed
2
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Figure 1.1: The architecture of a modern storage system
disk[ONY00, YIY+00].
Unfortunately, both techniques incur performance penalty. So a good energy conser-
vation solution needs to balance energy savings against performance degradation. This is
particularly important for data center applications, where service level agreement (SLA) per-
formance goals often need to be met. These typically include average or maximum response
times for transactions [Wus02]. There may be signiﬁcant penalties for failing to comply with
an SLA, so energy conservation cannot be bought at the expense of performance. However,
although several attempts have been made to improve disk array energy management, the
existing solutions either provide little energy savings or signiﬁcantly degrade performance
for data center workloads (Details are discussed in Chapter 2).
One of the biggest challenges in designing a performance-aware energy-eﬃcient high-end
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storage system is its complexity (as shown in Figure 1.1),e.g., the EMC Symmetrix storage
system may consist of thousands of disks with a total capacity of 10-50 TBytes and can be
conﬁgured with up-to 128 GB of non-volatile memory as the storage cache [EMC99]. There
are a lot of aspects in storge that may aﬀect both performance and energy:
First, placing data in a small set of disks and allowing other disks to spin down may
bring signiﬁcant energy savings, but those disk can become performance bottleneck when the
workload is heavy. Therefore designing a data layout scheme considering both performance
and energy is a challenging problem.
Second, given a layout, the target disk for each request is determined. However, requests
may be ﬁltered out by large storage cache before they reach the target disk. Storage cache
management inﬂuences the sequence of requests that access disks and therefore it is possible
to change disk access pattern in favor of disk energy savings and avoid unnecessary disk
spin-up to improve performance.
Third, once the cache management is also set, the access sequence to each disk is deter-
mined. But the single-disk energy control algorithm is not suﬃcient any more. The decision
that which speed each disp should be spinning should be made in a coordinated manner to
minimize the total energy consumption based on current workload characteristics and overall
performance requirements.
Finally, we need a performance guarantee method to make sure the performance goal
would not be violated even when the wrong decision is made by disk energy management
due to unforeseen reasons such as workload misprediction.
All those components in storage systems need to be carefully designed in order to reduce
disk energy consumption in a performance-conscious manner.
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1.2 Our Contributions
In this report, we take a signiﬁcant step towards designing an energy-eﬃcient storage sys-
tem for performance-sensitive data center environments, Our design achieves this goal by
combining the following new ideas:
(1) Power-aware Storage Cache Management Schemes We present an energy-optimal
oﬄine cache replacement algorithm and a simple oﬄine greedy algorithm is more energy-
eﬃcient than Belady’s oﬀ-line algorithm while still providing adequent average response time.
Based on the insights provided by oﬄine algorithms, we design two new on-line power-aware
replacement algorithms, PA-LRU and PB-LRU, that are based on the same observation but
use very diﬀerent approaches We also propose new power-aware storage cache write policies.
(2) A Global Disk Power Control Algorithm We propose a new global control algo-
rithm, called Coarse-grain Response-time-based (CR) algorithm, which, based on the occur-
ring workload and performance requirement, dynamically determines the optimal disk speed
settings to minimize energy consumption while meeting the performance requirement.
(3) A Self-adaptive, Performance-directed and Energy-eﬃcient Data Layout We
use a new multiple-tier data layout which automatically and transparently adapts to the
observed workloads. Each tier consists of a group of multi-speed disks that operate at ﬁxed
but diﬀerent speeds. The size of each tier is dynamically and optimally determined using
the CR algorithm. To adapt to workload changes, we employs a novel technique called
“randomized shuﬄing” to perform reconﬁguration quickly and eﬃciently and still achieve
load balancing within each tier after reconﬁguration.
(4) An Average Response Time-based Performance Guarantee Method We pro-
pose a new technique that automatically boosts performance if the performance goal is at
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risk. This method can safely guarantee that the average response time is not degraded by
the energy management algorithms beyond a speciﬁed limit.
Our simulation results using both ﬁle system and online transaction processing traces
show that our system can provide up to 65% energy savings while still meeting the response-
time performance requirements (6.5–26 times better than previous solutions). Our OLTP
emulated system results show that our system has the highest energy savings (29across ﬁve
evaluated approaches, while still providing an OLTP transaction rate comparable to RAID5
without any energy management. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the ﬁrst to
evaluate the impact of disk energy management on data center application performance
(transaction rate) in a commercial database server (IBM DB2).
We also study how diﬀerent storage components interact with each other in our system
and how new storage alternatives (e.g. solid-state drives) aﬀect the design of energy-eﬃcient
storage systems.
1.3 Report Outline
This remaining of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes background knowl-
edge and related work. Chapter 3 discusses power-aware storage cache management, Chap-
ter 4 focuses on energy control algorithms, Chapter 5 presents the performance-directed
energy-eﬃcient data layout, and Chapter 6 describes the performance-guarantee method.
Chapter 7 describes simulation methodology, followed by simulation results in Chapter 8
Chapter 10 discusses the interactions of diﬀerent storage components and Chapter 11 dis-
cusses the implications of new storage alternatives. Chapter 12 concludes the paper.
The materials in this report have been published as several conference papers. The
materials in Chapter 3 have been presented in [ZDD+04, ZSZ04, ZZ05] and the materials
in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 have been presented in [ZCT+05].
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss disk power models and algorithms to control disk energy
adaptation based on the disk models. Then we discuss storage cache management and disk
layouts that also aﬀect disk energy adaptation, followed by previously proposed methods to
provide performance guarantees.
2.1 Disk Power Models
Conventional modern disks have two power modes: active, where the disk spins at full
speed and standby, where the disk stops spinning completely. Disks in standby mode use
considerably less energy than disks in active mode, but have to be spun up to full speed
before they can service any requests. This incurs a signiﬁcant energy and time penalty
(e.g., 135 Joules and 10.9 seconds for IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 disks [IBM]). To justify this
penalty, the energy saved by putting the disk in standby mode has to be greater than the
energy needed to spin it up again – which will only be true if the next request arrives after
a break-even time. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case in intense, enterprise workloads.
In order to solve this problem, Gurumurthi et al. [GSKF03b] and Carrera et al. [CPB03a]
have proposed multi-speed disks which have the capability of dynamically changing the
disk speed while spinning. Lower rotational speed modes consume less energy compared
to higher speed modes, and the energy and time costs to shift between diﬀerent rotational
speeds are much smaller compared to the costs for shifting from standby to active. A multi-
speed disk can be designed to either serve requests at all rotational speeds (e.g. Sony’s
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2-speed disk[ONY00, YIY+00]) or serve requests only after a transition to the highest speed
(e.g. Hitachi’s Deskstar7K400 [Des04]). As both multi-speed disk models are commercially
available and particularly designed to achive more energy savings with data center workloads,
we use them in our study. Section 2.2 describes how to set disk speed appropriately for multi-
speed disks by considering both energy and performance.
2.2 Energy Control Algorithms
The goal of energy control algorithm is to try and save energy by switching disks to lower
power modes whenever possible without adversely aﬀecting performance [CG02a, CPB03b,
GZS+03, GSKF03a]. For conventional single-speed disks and multi-speed disks that only
serve requests at full speed, a commonly used energy control algorithm is to transition a
disk into a low power mode after the disk is idle for a while. When a request arrives
at a disk in a low power mode, the disk immediately transitions to the active mode to
service the request. This control algorithm has been used in many previous studies on
energy management for disk arrays [CG02b, SCK05, ZZ05] and disks in mobile devices
[DKB95, GHL04, GIS+95, HLSS00, PS04, WBB02]. We refer to it as Traditional Power
Management (TPM).
If the entire disk request sequence is known in advance, the power management scheme
can make perfect decisions. This “Oracle” based disk power management scheme (Oracle
DPM) [LM01] gives us an upper bound on the energy that can be saved for a given request
sequence without performance penalty. The break-even time of a disk is deﬁned as the
minimum length of idle period which would justify the energy cost of spinning the disk down
and up [CPB03b]. At the end of every request the Oracle DPM looks at the time till the
next request, t. If t is greater than the break even time, then the disk is spun down and
later spun up just in time for the next request. If t is lesser than the break even time, the
Oracle DPM decides that it is better to keep the disk in idle mode.
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Figure 2.1: 5-mode disk power model and lower envelope LE(t) function
This scheme can easily be extended to disk models with multiple power modes (i.e.
multiple speeds for the multi-speed disk model). Let us assume that Pi, (0 ≤ i ≤ m) is the
power consumed in mode i and that Pi is greater than Pj for all i < j. Once an idle interval
starts, Oracle DPM has to switch the disk to one of the m modes that minimizes energy
consumption. The disk must also be back in mode 0 when the next request arrives.
To get the minimum energy consumption, we plot lines Ei(t) = Pi ∗ (t − Ti) + Ci as in
Figure 2.1 for each power mode i, where Pi is the power dissipation in mode i, and Ti and
Ci are the time and energy required to spin-down and spin-up from mode i to 0 (T0 and C0
is 0). Ei(t) is the energy consumed if the disk spends the entire interval of length t in mode
i. Let us call the lower envelope of all of these lines LE(t) = mini{Pi ∗ (t− Ti) + Ci}. This
gives us the minimum energy consumption possible for an interval of length T . If the next
request is time T away from the current request, Oracle DPM can use LE(t) to determine
which power mode to switch the disk to: if the disk is switched to the power mode j where
LE(T ) = Ej(T ), the energy consumption during this interval is minimized.
Practical disk power management (Practical DPM) schemes use thresholds to determine
when to spin down disks. In such schemes, after the disk remains idle at a power mode
for a certain threshold time, it is switched into the next lower power mode. Irani et al.
have shown if the threshold values are determined by the intersection points of the lines in
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Figure 2.1, the power management scheme is 2-competitive to the Oracle scheme in terms
of energy consumption [ISG01]. This scheme transitions the disk from mode i to mode i+1
after time ti+1, where ti+1 is the time corresponding to the intersection point of lines Ei(t)
and Ei+1(t) as shown in Figure 2.1. We use thresholds obtained by this method in our study.
For multi-speed disks that are capable to serve requests at any speed, Carrera et al.
[CPB03a] and Pinheiro et al. [PB04] proposed exploiting dynamic multi-speed disks by
switching speeds based on the observed load. When the disk load becomes lighter than 80%
of the disk throughput of a low speed, the disk spins down to the low speed mode; if the
load is heavier than the same threshold, the disk spins up to the high speed. We refer to
this as Load Directed (LD).
Gurumurthi et al. [GSKF03b] suggested another method to use changes in the average
response time and the length of the disk request queue to drive dynamic disk-speed tran-
sitions. Periodically, each disk checks the number of pending requests in its queue. If this
number is less than a threshold Nmin representing light load, the disk spins down its speed
by one level. Meanwhile, the controller tracks average response times for ﬁxed-sized windows
of requests and calculates the percentage change in average response time over the past two
windows. If the percentage change exceeds an upper tolerance, the controller spins up all
disks to full speed. If it is less than a lower tolerance, a disk may spin down to a lower speed.
We refer to this scheme as Dynamic RPM (DRPM).
Even though the energy control algorithms listed above do consider performance in var-
ious ways, they do not attempt to provide performance guarantees, and in many cases they
degrade performance so much that they are unusable in many data center applications, as
we shall see in Sections 8.
Disk energy management can be complemented by processor and memory energy man-
agement techniques. Typical disk operations take milliseconds, while processors can scale
their voltage in a few tens of microseconds [MSS+03] and shutdown micro-architectural re-
sources such as functional units within a few CPU cycles [Alb99]. This implies that any disk
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energy savings will result in whole-system energy savings. Of course, the delays themselves
may not be acceptable.
2.3 Storage Cache Management
Many modern storage systems use a large storage cache to reduce the number of disk accesses
and improve performance. For example, the EMC Symmetrix storage system with a capacity
of 10-50 TBytes can be conﬁgured with up-to 128 GB of non-volatile memory as the storage
cache [EMC99]. The IBM ESS system can also have up-to 64 GB of storage cache [IBM99].
Diﬀerent from those small (usually 1-4 MB) buﬀers on a SCSI disk, which are mainly used
for read-ahead purposes, these large caches are used to cache blocks for future accesses.
Therefore, the cache replacement algorithm ans write policy play a very important role in a
storage system [ZPL01, WW02, MM03, CZL03].
A large body of literature has examined the cache management problem. The clas-
sic cache replacement algorithms include the Least Recently Used (LRU), First in First
Out (FIFO), Most Recently Used (MRU) and Least Frequently Used (LFU). Recently pro-
posed algorithms for second-level storage cache include MQ [ZPL01], DEMOTE [WW02],
ARC [MM03], and Eviction-based [CZL03], just to name a few. In the spectrum of oﬄine al-
gorithms, Belady’s OPT algorithm and WORST algorithm are widely used to derive a lower
and upper bound on the cache miss ratio for replacement algorithms. Unfortunately, neither
of the above algorithms takes energy into account. Similarly, the widely used write-back and
write-through polices are also not power aware.
Since storage caches are critical to storage system performance, our study assumes that
storage caches are active all the time.
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2.4 Disk Array Layouts
We discuss both traditional performance-oriented disk layouts and recently proposed energy-
eﬃcient disk layouts in this section.
Performance-Oriented Disk Array Layouts
RAID techniques are a long-standing solution for improving disk array performance and
reliability [PGK88]. Many studies have been conducted on disk array layouts, but almost
all have been directed toward improving performance in the absence of energy conservation
considerations.
RAID5 is a common disk array data layout that interleaves data blocks and distributes
parity blocks evenly across all disks in the array. It oﬀers a good balance of storage eﬃciency
and good performance for reads and large writes, but suﬀers from poor performance for small
writes [CLG+94].
The HP AutoRAID [WGSS96] employs a dynamic, adaptive data layout, mixing RAID5
and mirrored storage (RAID1), in order to achieve space eﬃciencies comparable to RAID5
and performance comparable to mirrored storage. Our scheme uses some of the same ideas,
but for the purpose of achieving the best tradeoﬀ between energy and performance.
Energy-Eﬃcient Disk Array :ayouts
Attempts to trade oﬀ availability against energy by powering down “unnecessary” disk drives
in disk arrays [Don04] result in little beneﬁt: if a disk array can survive p disk failures, these
energy management schemes can power down at most p disks on average. Since p in modern
disk arrays is usually small compared to the total number of disks, the energy saved by such
methods is also small (e.g., 2–7%). Worse, when disks are powered down to save energy, the
system’s reliability is signiﬁcantly reduced.
More success has been achieved with schemes that concentrate disk array workloads onto
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a subset of their disks so that the other disks can stay in low power modes. We discuss three
here.
Son et al. [SCK05] proposed a method to determine the striping parameters (the number
of disks, the stripe block size, etc.) for a RAID5 layout to minimize disk energy consumption
for scientiﬁc applications with regular data access patterns. Using the SPEC95 ﬂoating-point
benchmarks as a test case, only limited energy savings resulted (19%), even with aggressive
compiler cooperation and access to the applications’ source code. Since this approach is
targeted at scientiﬁc applications and cannot adapt to workload changes, we do not consider
it further.
Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) [CG02b] uses a few additional always-on cache
disks to hold recently accessed blocks to reduce the number of accesses to other disks.
Unfortunately, this layout, which was designed for archiving workloads, is not energy-eﬃcient
for data center workloads, because the extra cache disks consume energy [PB04]. We veriﬁed
this ourselves: for one of our test workloads (an OLTP trace collected from IBM DB2), we
found that 3 additional cache disks increased the total energy usage by about 13% in a
25-disk MAID design over a straightforward RAID5 baseline. Therefore, we do not consider
MAID further here.
Popular Data Concentration (PDC) [PB04] concentrates loads by taking advantage of
heavily skewed ﬁle access frequencies. Periodically, PDC migrates ﬁles based on their access
frequencies: the most popular ﬁles are migrated to the ﬁrst disk until the disk is full or the
expected load on this disk approaches its maximum bandwidth, and the next most popular
ﬁles are migrated to the second disk, and so on. However, as shown in Section ??, it can
incur substantial performance degradation due to load concentration, even when all disks
stay in the active mode.
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2.5 Performance Guarantees
In a previous study [LLD+04], we proposed a technique to provide performance guarantees for
energy control algorithms in main memory and disks, with a focus on memory. A user would
supply a limit on the acceptable percentage execution time slowdown of the application. By
tracking the performance eﬀects of energy adaptation, the technique was able to decide when
to disable the underlying energy management and go to full speed mode to avoid exceeding
the slowdown limit. After the measured slowdown had returned to suﬃciently below the
limit, the energy management could be re-enabled. (A similar technique was used in the
AFRAID disk array to manage behavior to availability bounds [SW96].)
Unfortunately, although the goal is attractive, the technique may be impractical: many
applications issue multiple outstanding asynchronous disk I/Os to hide I/O latency, and it is
diﬃcult to understand the eﬀects of the energy adaptation scheme without the application’s
cooperation, which is rarely forthcoming.
We take a simple, practical approach here, and assume the existence of a storage-system
level SLA, with an average I/O response time (Rlimit) for the storage system itself [Wus02].
We also assume that the SLA is practical, and that a RAID5 disk array is able to deliver
an average response time within the speciﬁed limit. (How to ensure this property is related
to resource provisioning, which is beyond the scope of this paper. See [AHK+02] for one
approach.)
Other work [CDQ+05], conducted in parallel with ours, also attempts to dynamically
optimize energy and operational costs while meeting performance-based SLAs by using three
techniques based on steady state queuing analysis, feedback control theory and a hybrid
between the two. However, it focuses on energy adaptation at server (node) granularity in
a cluster comprised of identical servers and is evaluated using web server workloads, where
a node can access all data even when all other nodes are powered down. This is usually not
the case in storage systems.
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Chapter 3
Power-Aware Storage Cache
Management
In this chapter, we will ﬁrst discuss oﬀ-line cache replacement algorithms in Section 3.1
and then two new on-line algorithms in Section 3.2 and ﬁnally discuss the eﬀects of write
policies in Section 3.3. In this study, we assume the multi-speed disk model that only services
requests at full speed. However, the same principle can be easily applied to other disk models.
Section 10.2 will discuss this in details.
3.1 Power-Aware Oﬀ-line Caching Algorithms
Oﬀ-line caching algorithms have knowledge about the future. Such algorithms are usually
studied because they provide upper and lower bounds for all on-line algorithms. For example,
Belady’s oﬀ-line algorithm [Bel66, MGST70], which replaces the block with the longest future
reference distance, is used to derive a lower bound on the cache miss rate. Since the study of
oﬀ-line algorithms is important to gain insights into the problem, we ﬁrst investigate oﬀ-line
algorithms for power aware cache management.
3.1.1 Energy-Optimal Problem
The goal of a power-aware cache replacement algorithm is to take a given request sequence
as input and generate a miss sequence for which the disks consume the least energy. If
we use S to denote an I/O request sequence, a replacement algorithm A is a function that
maps S and a cache with k blocks into a miss request sequence S ′, i.e. A : (S, k) → S ′ or
A(S, k) = S ′. Given a disk power management scheme P and a disk request sequence X, let
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P (X) be the total energy consumed by the disks. Therefore, we have the following deﬁnition
of an energy-optimal replacement algorithm:
Remark: Given an I/O request sequence S, a cache replacement algorithm A, a cache with
k blocks, and a disk power management scheme P , the total disk energy consumption is
P (A(S, k)).
Deﬁnition: A storage cache replacement algorithm A is energy-optimal iﬀ for any other
algorithm B, P (A(S, k)) ≤ P (B(S, k)) for any I/O request sequence S and any storage cache
size k.
The number of misses resulting from a storage cache replacement algorithm obviously
aﬀects disk energy consumption. One would expect that if there are few cache misses, the
disks would consume little energy. However, the energy consumption is also aﬀected by the
arrival patterns of the cache misses. If misses are clustered together leaving long idle periods,
it would allow disks to stay in the low power mode for longer periods of time. On the other
hand, if the misses arrive uniformly spaced, most idle periods may be too small for a disk to
save energy by going to the low power mode, or the disk may spin up and down frequently,
wasting a lot of energy in transitions. Furthermore, when there are multiple disks, it is better
if misses are directed to a cluster of disks rather than uniformly distributed over all the disks.
This allows the other disks to be in standby mode more often and thus save energy.
There are two reasons why Belady’s algorithm is not optimal for disk energy consumption.
First, it only minimizes the number of misses and pays no attention to arrival patterns of
cache misses or how they are clustered. In other words, it ignores all information about
time. Below we give an example of this case. Second, it does not consider the number and
characteristics of disks in a multiple disk scenario.
Figure 3.1 gives an example to show why Belady’s cache replacement algorithm is not
energy-optimal. In this example, the storage cache has only four entries and the power model
is the simple 2-mode model. For simplicity, we assume that the disk can spin up and spin
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Time Req Belady Alternative
cache Hit? cache Hit?
0 A [A,-,-,-] Miss [A,-,-,-] Miss
1 B [A,B,-,-] Miss [A,B,-,-] Miss
2 C [A,B,C,-] Miss [A,B,C,-] Miss
3 D [A,B,C,D] Miss [A,B,C,D] Miss
4 E [E,B,C,D] Miss [A,E,C,D] Miss
5 B [E,B,C,D] Hit [A,B,C,D] Miss
6 E [E,B,C,D] Hit [A,E,C,D] Miss
7 C [E,B,C,D] Hit [A,E,C,D] Hit
8 D [E,B,C,D] Hit [A,E,C,D] Hit
...
16 A [A,B,C,D] Miss [A,E,C,D] Hit
Disk
Power
State
Disk
Power
State
204 620 18161412108 22 24 26 28 30
204 620 18161412108 22 24 26 28 30
204 620 18161412108 22 24 26 28 30
Time
Time
Time
ADCEBEDCBA
REQUEST
SEQUENCE
ALTERNATIVE
BELADY
Figure 3.1: An example showing that Belady’s algorithm is not energy-optimal.
down instantaneously. We also assume that disk spins down after 10 units of idle time. This
disk power management scheme is a threshold-based scheme (described in Section 2.2). The
area of the shaded region in the ﬁgure represents the energy consumed. In this example, using
Belady’s algorithm results in more disk energy consumption than the alternative algorithm,
even though the alternative algorithm has 2 more misses than Belady’s algorithm.
3.1.2 Energy-Optimal Algorithm
In this subsection, we present an energy-optimal cache replacement algorithm using dynamic
programming. For simplicity, we will consider only two power modes and a single disk with
b blocks. Let the sequence S of disk references be a0, a1, ...an−1 where n is the input size.
Let k be the number of blocks in the cache.
When a block is read from the disk, it is to be stored in the cache. If the cache is full, a
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cache block is replaced. The disk spends 1 unit of energy per reference when it is switched
on and does not consume energy in standby mode. For simplicity, we also assume that the
disk is back to standby after m unit of time and I/O requests arrive uniformly at the rate
of one per time unit. For other arrival distributions, the optimal algorithm can be modiﬁed
slightly by inserting some fake requests that will always hit in the cache (e.g. repeat the last
I/O request) at each idle time unit. Due to space constraints, we do not go into the details of
this extension. The goal of an energy-optimal cache replacement algorithm is to determine
the sequence of cache replacement decisions that minimizes disk energy consumption.
We can construct a DAG (directed acyclic graph) to demonstrate a cache replacement
algorithm. The state of the cache can be represented by the tuple (C, t, i) which means
that the cache contains the blocks in set C after the ﬁrst i + 1 references a0, a1, ...ai and
the last t consecutive references were cache hits. If the next reference ai+1 is found in the
cache (ai+1 ∈ C), the next state is (C, t + 1, i + 1). If ai+1 ∈ C, the next state could be one
of several possible states (C ′, 0, i + 1), where C ′ is one of k possible sets that result from
replacing one block in C by ai+1. Since the disk is accessed due to a cache miss, t goes to 0.
A(C, t, i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
maxt′,C′(A(C ′, t′, i− 1)|
C ∈ repl(C ′, ai) ∧ ai ∈ C ′ if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0
A(C, t− 1, i− 1) + 1 if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0 ∧ t > m
A(C, t− 1, i− 1) if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0 ∧ t ≤ m
∞ if ai ∈ C
(3.1)
In this model, minimal energy consumption corresponds to the maximum time that the
disk can spend in the standby mode. We deﬁne A(C, t, i) as the maximum time that the
disk spends in standby mode until some appropriate sequence of cache replacements result
in state (C, t, i) being reached. A(C, t, i) can be obtained in a recursive manner as Equation
(1). repl(C, ai) is the set of possible resulting caches after replacing some block in C with
ai. The equation can be explained as follows. If t = 0, then from the transition diagram it
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1: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
2: for t = 0 to i do
3: for all C such that C is a set of b distinct disk
blocks do
4: if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0 then
5: A(C, t, i) ← maxt′,C′(A(C ′, t′, i − 1)|C ∈
repl(C ′, ai) ∧ ai ∈ C ′)
6: else if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0 ∧ t > m then
7: A(C, t, i) ← A(C, t − 1, i− 1) + 1
8: else if ai ∈ C ∧ t = 0 ∧ t ≤ m then
9: A(C, t, i) ← A(C, t − 1, i− 1)
10: else
11: A(C, t, i) ←∞
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: Maximum Standby Time ← maxC,t(A(C, t, n − 1))
16: end for
is clear that state (C, t, i) can be reached only from (C, t− 1, i− 1) where ai ∈ C, hence the
second and third cases. The second case adds 1 since if the disk is not accessed for t > m
references, the disk goes to standby mode. The fourth case states that (C, t, i) can never
occur if ai ∈ C since every page reference has to be cached. However (C, 0, i) can be reached
from any of the states (C ′, t′, i − 1) such that ai ∈ C ′ and C can be obtained by replacing
one block in C ′ with ai. The ﬁrst case maximizes over those possibilities. By computing
A(C, t, i) in the lexical ordering of the pair (i, t) such that t ≤ i, we can ultimately arrive at
maxC,t(A(C, t, n − 1)) which is the maximum time for which the disk can stay in standby
mode over the entire input sequence. The algorithm is shown above.
Now we analyze the algorithm’s worst-case time complexity. Let us assume that A(C ′, t′, i′)
values are known for all C ′, t′ and i′ < i. If t = 0, then by the second and third cases in
Equation 3.1, we need O(1) time to ﬁnd A(C, t, i). If t = 0, then we will have to maximize
over all possible cache conﬁgurations C ′ such that C ∈ repl(C ′, ai) and t′ ≤ i − 1. The
number of diﬀerent C ′ values is b, the number of possible diﬀerent blocks in the cache that
ai can replace. The number of diﬀerent t
′ values is i. Thus the total number of choices to
be considered when computing A(C, 0, i) is i× b. t can vary from 0 to i. Thus time taken to
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compute A(C, t, i) for all possible t ≤ i is i× b+ i. This has to be done for bk possible cache
conﬁgurations. When summed over all i < n, we get the time complexity as Σib
ki× (b + 1)
which is O(bk+1n2).
The above algorithm can be extended to work with multiple disks with multiple power
modes as well. After representing the state as (C, t1, t2, ..., tr, i), a recursive formula can be
written for A(), which would be the maximum time that is spent in standby mode by putting
all the disks together. We do not go into the details due to space constraints.
3.1.3 Oﬀ-line Power-Aware Greedy Algorithm
Since the energy-optimal algorithm is too complex to implement and evaluate, we propose
a heuristic oﬀ-line power-aware greedy (OPG) algorithm that consumes less energy than
Belady’s algorithm for representative workloads. The main goal of the OPG algorithm is
to minimize energy consumption by taking advantage of information about future bound-
to-happen misses based on cache content at some point in time. We will call the bound-to-
happen misses deterministic misses because they will happen no matter what the replacement
algorithm does later on.
If we know that there is a deterministic miss at a future time t, the disk from which this
missed block will be accessed has to be active at t to service this request. For convenience
of description, for any access a, we call the closest deterministic miss to the same disk but
occurring before a as a’s leader. Similarly, we call the closest deterministic miss to the same
disk as a but occurring after a as a’s follower.
If the disk power management uses the Oracle scheme, the energy consumption for an
idle period of length t is LE(t) = min{Ei(t)} as described in Section ?? (see Figure 2.1). If
the disks use the Practical DPM, the disk energy consumption OL(t) during an idle period
of length t can be calculated as follows:
∑l−1
i=0(Pi ∗ (ti+1 − ti)) + Pl ∗ δ + Cl, where the disk
goes to power mode i at time ti, tl(< t) is the cross point closest to t and δ is the distance
between t and tl, i.e. t = tl + δ, 0 ≤ δ < tl+1 − tl (see Figure 2.1).
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The cache replacement algorithm uses energy penalties to choose from all the resident
blocks B1, · · · , Bi, · · · , Bk when it needs to evict a block, where k is the number of cache
blocks. For any i, let bi represent the next access to Bi. Suppose bi is, respectively, Li and
Fi time apart from its leader and its follower. If the algorithm evicts Bi, it will cause a miss
for bi, whose energy penalty is as follows:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
LE(Li) + LE(Fi)− LE(Li + Fi) if Oracle DPM
OL(Li) + OL(Fi)−OL(Li + Fi) if Practical DPM
Intuitively, with the Oracle DPM, the energy cost for the idle period between the leader
and follower is LE(Li + Fi) if bi is not a miss (therefore, there is no misses to this disk
between leader and follower based on the deﬁnitions of leader and follower). If bi is a miss, the
original idle period is cut into two chunks, whose aggregate energy cost is LE(Li)+LE(Fi).
Thus, the energy penalty for evicting block Bi is the diﬀerence between the two energy
costs LE(Li) + LE(Fi)− LE(Li + Fi). The energy penalty with the Practical DPM can be
calculated in a similar way, replacing LE() by OL() in the formula.
Once the algorithm calculates the energy penalty for evicting every resident block, it
evicts the block with the minimum energy penalty. If multiple blocks have the same energy
penalty, it evicts the one with the largest forward distance, i.e., whose next access is the
furthest in the future.
Initially, the set of deterministic misses, S, only includes all the cold misses. After each
replacement, the algorithm updates the set S. Suppose the currently accessed (missed) block
is B1 and the evicted block is B2. The algorithm deletes B1 from the set S and adds the
ﬁrst future reference to B2 into S. Then the algorithm moves on to the next request until
all requests are processed. The time complexity for a list of n requests is at most O(n2)
since the newly inserted deterministic miss can become the leader or follower of many block
accesses and the energy penalties of those blocks should thus be updated.
This algorithm is heuristic because it looks at only the current set of deterministic misses
when calculating the energy penalty for evicting a block. Thus, it may not make the best
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decision at a replacement. As we discussed in Section 4.2, each cache miss leads to a disk
access, which costs additional energy. Hence, higher miss ratios would increase the energy
consumption. We use a simple mechanism to consider both miss ratio and energy penalty for
a miss: not to diﬀerentiate among blocks whose energy penalties are smaller than a threshold
η. Any energy penalty smaller than η is rounded up to η. Obviously, when η is large enough,
it is Belady’s algorithm; when η = 0, it is the pure OPG algorithm. This mechanism thus
subsumes Belady’s algorithm at one extreme, and the pure OPG algorithm at the other.
3.2 Power-Aware On-line Caching Algorithms
In practice, we do not have knowledge about future accesses and thus cannot use the oﬀ-line
power-aware greedy algorithm. However, it gives us some insights on how to design a power
aware online algorithm that saves energy. Such an algorithm should avoid evicting blocks
with larger energy penalties.
In this section, we present two new power-aware online caching algorithms. Both are
based on the above observation but use very diﬀerent approaches. This ﬁrst one, PA-LRU,
evicts blocks that have the largest estimated energy penalties at replacement. The second
one, PB-LRU, divides the storage cache into diﬀerent partitions (with one for each disk) in
a way to minimize energy consumption.
3.2.1 The First Algorithm: PA-LRU
PA-LRU is based one the observation that diﬀerent disks have diﬀerent workload charac-
teristics such as requests interarrival time distribution, the number of cold misses. These
characteristics of a disk directly aﬀect the energy cost of an access to this disk.
We ﬁrst investigate how the length of idle intervals aﬀects energy saving. Figure 3.2
shows energy savings that can be obtained by switching to lower power modes given an
idle interval. Similar to Figure 2.1, we plot lines ESi(t) = E0(t) − Ei(t) for each power
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Figure 3.2: Energy savings over mode 0 for each mode in a 5-mode disk
mode i, where ESi is the energy saved by going into mode i (ES0 = 0) and Ei is deﬁned
in Section 2.2. The upper envelope of all of these lines UE(t) = maxi{ESi} gives us the
maximum energy saved for an idle interval of length t.
The super-linear property of the upper envelope function, UE(t), indicates that even
small increases in the idle interval length of inactive disks can result in signiﬁcant energy
savings. By keeping more blocks from inactive disks in the cache, we can make the average
interval length for these disks larger. Then these disks could stay in the low power modes
longer. Although the average interval lengths for other active disks may be decreased due
to an increased number of misses, the energy penalty we pay for these other disks is much
smaller than the energy savings we gain from the inactive disks. As shown in Figure 3.2, even
though the average idle period of disk 0 is reduced from t2 to t1, it results in the stretching
of disk 1’s average interval from t3 to t4. Based on the super-linear property of UE(t), the
amount of energy saving at disk 1 is more than the energy cost at disk 0. Thus, overall
energy saving is achieved.
However, average interval length is not the only factor that aﬀects the amount of energy
that can be saved (1) the percentage of capacity misses (misses caused by previous
evictions) should be reasonably large since a cache replacement algorithm cannot avoid any
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Figure 3.3: Approximated cumulative distribution function of interval lengths.
cold misses(misses due to ﬁrst-time accesses). If most of the accesses to a disk are cold
misses, we cannot do much to avoid expensive disk spin-ups or make interval lengths longer.
(2) the distribution of accesses also aﬀects the opportunities to save energy. For example,
for the same average interval length t2 in Figure 3.2, disks with larger deviation have more
opportunities to save energy than disks with uniform arrivals.
To keep track of the number of cold misses, we use a Bloom Filter [Blo70, FCAB00] to
identify cold misses. The idea is to allocate a vector v of m bits, all set to 0 initially, and
then choose k independent hash functions, h1, h2, . . . , hk, each with range {1, . . . , m}. Given
an access for block a, we check the bits at positions h1(a), h2(a), . . . , hk(a). If any of them
is 0, a is deﬁnitely a cold miss. In this case, the bits at positions h1(a), h2(a), . . . , hk(a) in
v are set to 1. Otherwise, we conjecture that a is already in the set, which means it is not
a cold miss, though there is a certain probability that we are wrong due to hash collisions.
But, fortunately, the probability of collisions is low if the bloom vector is reasonably large.
For example, if the system has 1.6M blocks and the bloomﬁlter vector has 2M entries with
7 hash functions , the collision probability is only 0.0082.
To estimate the distribution of accesses for each disk, instead of using mean and standard
deviation, we employ a simple but eﬀective epoch-based histogram technique [YN03]. In
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each epoch, we keep track of the interval length between two consecutive accesses for each
disk. We obtain a histogram as shown in Figure 3.3. Let ni be the number of intervals of
length between [ti, ti + 1) and let n be the total number of intervals. The height of each
bin in Figure 3.3 is
∑i
j=0
nj
n
, which approximates the cumulative probability of the interval
length being less than ti+1. All the bins together form a histogram, which approximates the
cumulative distribution function of interval length for a disk, i.e., F (x) = P [X ≤ x], where
X is a random variable that represents the interval length for a disk.
PA-LRU is based on these observations. Its main idea is to dynamically keep track
of workload characteristics for each disk, including the percentage of cold misses and the
cumulative distribution of interval lengths. Based on these characteristics, PA classiﬁes all
disks into two categories, regular and priority. Disks that exhibit (1) small percentage of
cold misses, and (2) large interval lengths with high probability belong to “priority” class,
and others belong to “regular” class. To adapt to workload changes, the classiﬁcation is
epoch-based, adjusted periodically based on the latest workload.
This idea can be combined with most existing storage cache replacement algorithms
to make them “power aware”. This includes several recently proposed algorithms such as
ARC [MM03], LIRS [JZ02], DEMOTE [WW02], and MQ [ZPL01]. In this article, we
use the common LRU algorithm as an example and refer it as Power-Aware LRU algorithm
(PA-LRU).
PA-LRU maintains two LRU stacks, LRU0 which keeps blocks that belong to disks in
the “regular” class and LRU1 which keeps blocks that belong to disks in the “priority” class.
When choosing a block to evict, PA-LRU always evicts the bottom block of LRU0 if it is
not empty. If LRU0 is empty, PA-LRU evicts the bottom block from LRU1.
PA-LRU uses the request sequence’s characteristics during the previous epoch for each
disk. If the percentage of cold misses is larger than a threshold α, blocks from this disk go to
LRU0 during the current epoch. As shown in Figure 3.3, given a cumulative probability p,
we can easily calculate the corresponding T based on the cumulative distribution function,
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that is, P (X ≤ T ) = p. If T is less than a threshold β, the blocks from this disk go to LRU0
as well. Otherwise, blocks go to LRU1. α, β, p and the length of the epoch are tunable
parameters.
3.2.2 The Second Algorithm: PB-LRU
Although the PA-LRU algorithm is more energy-eﬃcient than LRU as shown in Section ??,
it requires some parameter tuning to set the values of α, β, p and the length of the epoch.
In this section, we present the second on-line power-aware algorithm called PB-LRU that
requires little parameter tuning.
Main Idea
Similar to PA-LRU, PB-LRU (Partition-Based LRU) also diﬀerentiates disks with diﬀerent
characteristics. But it does it in a very diﬀerent way. PB-LRU diﬀerentiates disks by
dynamically controlling the number of cache blocks allocated to each disk. It divides the
entire cache into separate partitions, one for each disk. The partitions are divided in a way to
minimize the total storage subsystem energy consumption. The partition sizes are adjusted
periodically at every epoch to adapt to workload changes. Within an epoch, each partition
is managed independently using the original replacement algorithm (e.g. LRU). The epoch
length is the only parameter. But our results show relative insensitiveness of PB-LRU’s
results to this parameter (See Chapter 8).
In order to ﬁnd an energy-optimal partitioning, we ﬁrst estimate, for each disk, the
energy that would be consumed with diﬀerent partition sizes. Symbolically, if we have n
disks {1 . . . n}, we estimate the energy, E(i, s), that would be consumed by disk i if it had
a partition of size s. These estimates are then used to ﬁnd a partitioning that will minimize
the total energy consumption of all disks. Of course, the sum of each partition size cannot
exceed the total cache size S.
Let us ﬁrst formalize the problem. Suppose there are m possible partition sizes: 0 <
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p1 < p2 < · · · < pm ≤ S. Let xij indicate whether disk i has a partition of size j (1 means
“yes” and 0 means “no”). Obviously, each disk can only have one partition size, so we have∑m
j=1 xij = 1. For disk i, its partition size Si would be
∑m
j=1 pjxij. Therefore, we have:
minimize
n∑
i=1
E(i, Si)
subject to
n∑
i=1
Si ≤ S, Si =
m∑
j=1
pjxij
m∑
j=1
xij = 1, xij = 0 or 1
This problem is a form of the Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) [MT90], a
variant of the famous 0-1 knapsack problem. To solve this, PB-LRU needs to address two
issues: (1) accurate estimation of the energy, E(i, s), that would be consumed by disk i if
it had a partition size s and (2) solving the MCKP which has been proved to be NP-hard
[MT90].
Run-time Energy Estimation for Diﬀerent Partition Sizes
In this subsection we describe a technique to dynamically determine the energy that each disk
would consume with various possible partition sizes. A disk’s energy consumption depends
on the sequence of cache misses and the time of each miss. Since we must estimate energy
for various possible partition sizes at run time, it is infeasible to conduct real measurement
on the energy consumption with each diﬀerent partition size using real organizations.
Instead, PB-LRU uses a much more elegant technique to do the estimation. Essentially,
we expect to obtain a curve showing energy consumption as a function of partition size,
for each disk, at run time. This is similar to the miss ratio vs. cache size curve, which
has been dynamically obtained in several previous studies [KCK+00, PGG+95] using the
Mattson’s Stack algorithm. To our knowledge, our study is the ﬁrst to dynamically estimate
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how energy consumption varies with cache (partition) size.
Mattson’s Stack algorithm was initially proposed by Mattson et al. in 1970 [MGST70]
to reduce trace-driven processor cache simulation time. It can determine the hit ratio of
all processor cache sizes with a single pass through the trace ﬁle. It was later extended by
Hill et al. [HS89, Hil87] and Wang et al. [WB90] to provide eﬃcient trace simulations for
set-associative caches. The main idea of this algorithm is to take advantage of the inclusion
property in many cache/memory replacement algorithms [MGST70] including the commonly
used Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, the Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm
and the oﬄine Belady’s algorithm. The inclusion property states that at any given time,
the contents of a cache of k blocks is a subset of the contents of a cache of k + 1 blocks for
the same sequence of accesses. Therefore, if we maintain a “stack” (e.g. an LRU stack), an
access to a block at depth i in the stack would lead to a miss in caches with size smaller
than i, and a hit in others. Since the stack records only addresses of blocks and not their
data, the space overhead of the stack is small.
Unfortunately, the Mattson’s stack algorithm only gives us the correlation between cache
size and cache miss ratio. Our goal is to minimize total disk energy consumption, not the
cache miss ratio. Even though the miss ratio for two partition sizes may be signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent, the resulting disk energy consumption can still be similar because extra misses
may not cause any disk spin-ups.
We extend Mattson’s Stack algorithm to dynamically track the variation of energy-
consumption with possible partition sizes for each disk. PB-LRU ﬁrst uses the Mattson’s
Stack algorithm to determine whether a request would result in a cache hit or miss for dif-
ferent partition sizes. If a request is a miss in a partition of size p (and all smaller sizes),
the request will access the corresponding disk. If we know the last access time to this disk
(with partition size p), we can estimate the energy consumption from the last access to the
current one based on the underlying power management scheme. For example, if Practical
DPM is used, we can decide what the current disk power mode is and thus calculate how
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much idle energy is consumed during this idle period (including the spin-up energy). The
idle period is obtained from the current and previous disk access times. To get the active
energy, we ﬁrst measured the average disk access time on an IBM Ultrastar36Z15 disk and
used this value (10ms) in our simulation. As shown in Section ??, our energy estimation is
very accurate with an error of at most 1.8%.
Therefore, for each disk and each possible partition size, PB-LRU maintains the last
access time to the disk (i.e. previous cache miss time) and its energy consumption. In our
experiments, we set the basic allocation unit to be 1MB. Thus, if the total cache size is
128MB, for each disk we maintain 128 energy estimates and last access times corresponding
to partition sizes of 1,2,3,. . . ,128MB. At each access, besides changing the real cache to
service this access based on the replacement algorithm, we also
1. Search the requested block number in the stack of the appropriate disk. If it is found
to be the ith element from the top of the stack, its depth is i. If it is not found, its
depth is ∞.
2. For all partition sizes less than the depth, increment the energy estimates. Update the
previous miss time to the current access time.
3. Update the stack using the same replacement policy as the real cache, e.g. PB-LRU
brings the requested block number to the top of the stack.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the process of energy estimation for a disk with PB-LRU. Since
the ﬁrst ﬁve accesses are cold misses, at time T5, the prev miss time is T5 and the energy
consumed is E5, for all partition sizes. At time T6 block 4 is accessed, which has a depth
of 4 in the stack. For the partition sizes less than 4, a miss would occur. So the prev -
miss time for those sizes is set to T6 and the total energy consumption is incremented by
the sum of idle energy consumed during the last idle period and the active energy, which is
E(T6 − T5) + 10ms ∗ ActivePower (calculated based on the underlying DPM). However,
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Figure 3.4: An example of energy estimate in PB-LRU for a disk
if the partition for this disk has size of 4 or 5 blocks, there would have been a hit and no
change is needed. Finally, both the stack and the real cache are updated based on LRU.
Although in our study we use LRU as the basic replacement algorithm, the methodology
of partitioning described above is applicable to all policies that exhibit the property of
inclusion such as LFU, 2Q [JS95] and MQ [ZPL01].
Solving the MCKP Problem
The Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem has been proved to be NP-hard [MT90]. However,
it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming as described below.
The time complexity of the solution is O(nm2), where n is the number of disks and m is the
number of potential partition sizes. Let K(i, s) (s ∈ {p1, p2, . . . , pm}, 0 < p1 < . . . < pm ≤ S)
be the energy consumed by i disks when a total cache size of s is partitioned among those
disks. K∗ gives the minimum total energy consumption when a storage cache of size S is
partitioned among all n disks.
As results will demonstrate, this technique has a tendency to increase the size assigned to
relatively inactive disks and give only small sizes to active disks. This is because the energy
penalty incurred by reducing the partition size of an active disk is small, whereas the energy
saved by increasing the partition size of a relatively inactive disk is large.
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K(0, s) =
{
0 if s = 0
∞ otherwise
K(i, s) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min{j|0<pj≤s}{K(i− 1, s − pj) + E(i, pj)}
if s > 0
∞ otherwise
K∗ = min{s|0≤s≤S}{K(n, s)}
3.3 Power-Aware Write Polices
In this section, we investigate the eﬀects of four storage cache write policies on energy
consumption. The ﬁrst two policies, write-back and write-through, are commonly used in
caches. The write-back caching policy only writes a dirty block to disks when the block
is evicted from the cache. This policy reduces the number of disk writes and enables fast
response to clients, but could compromise data persistency if the cache is on volatile storage.
The write-through caching policy always writes dirty blocks to disk immediately and does
not tell clients that the writes are successful until the data is committed to disks. Intuitively,
write-back is more energy-eﬃcient than write-through due to a reduced number of writes and
potentially longer idle periods. However, few studies have measured the diﬀerence in energy
consumption quantitatively. Is the diﬀerence large enough to justify trading persistency for
energy? Chapter 8 will give the quantitative results about this question.
Besides write-back and write through, we also propose two new polices which are power-
aware variations of the write-back and write-through policies. “Write-back with eager up-
date” (WBEU) does not wait for a dirty block to be evicted from the cache before writing
it to the disk. The policy writes back dirty blocks of a disk whenever that disk becomes
active. “Write-through with deferred update” (WTDU) temporarily writes dirty blocks to
a log instead of writing them to their true destinations, if the destination disks are in low
power modes. Both schemes are much more energy-eﬃcient than their counterparts as shown
in Chapter 8.
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Write-back with Eager Updates (WBEU) The energy consumption with write-back
can be further reduced by eagerly ﬂushing dirty blocks to disks when the corresponding
disks become active due to a read miss. In the extreme case, if a disk D always stays in
a low-power mode, the storage cache will end up with a lot of D’s dirty blocks. To avoid
this scenario, if the number of such dirty blocks reaches a certain threshold, D is forced to
transition into active mode and the storage cache ﬂushes D’s dirty blocks. This policy is
similar to the ones used in [You95, PS02, CG02a]. The advantage of this write policy is
that writes avoid causing energy-expensive disk spin-ups.
Write-through with Deferred Update (WTDU) For write-through, WTDU defers
updates using a persistent log to avoid spinning up a disk in low power mode. This log can
reside in any persistent device such as NVRAM or a log disk that is likely to be always active.
In databases, log disks are usually always active because databases rely on its performance
for fast transaction commits. With such a log, we can defer energy-expensive updates in
write-through.
To ensure persistency, we divide the log space into log regions with one for each disk. The
ﬁrst block of a log region keeps the timestamp for the corresponding disk. This timestamp is
also stored together with each block in the log region. The storage cache also keeps a pointer
for each disk to remember the next free block in the corresponding log region. When a write
request arrives for an inactive disk D, the blocks are ﬁrst written to the corresponding log
region and each block is timestamped with D’s timestamp. The cache copies of these blocks
are marked as “logged”. When D becomes active due to a read miss, all “logged” blocks
are ﬂushed from the storage cache into D before servicing any write requests. Then the
timestamp stored in the ﬁrst block of D’s log region is incremented by one. Finally, the
corresponding free block pointer is reset.
The timestamp is used to ensure consistent recovery when system crashes. After the
system reboots, it ﬁrst checks each log region to get the timestamps from its ﬁrst block.
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Suppose the timestamp for a region A is n. If the timestamps of some blocks in the same
region are also n, it means some blocks may not have been written back to the data disk.
Thus, the recovery process will write all blocks with the same timestamp back to the data
disk. Otherwise, all blocks are already written back and the recovery process does not need
to do anything for this log region and can move on to the next log region.
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Chapter 4
Coarse-Grain Response Energy
Control Algorithm
In this chapter, we ﬁrst discuss why coarse-grain energy control is more suitable for disks and
the main idea of our new control algorithm in Section 4.1. Then we show for each disk how
our algorithm decides its best power setting to minimize the total disk energy consumption
based on current workload characteristics and performance goal in Section 4.2 – 4.5. From
now on, disk accesses to disk drives are those left after ﬁltered by storage cache. We also
assume the multi-speed disks that are capable of serving requests at low speed, but the same
idea can be directly applied to other disk models.
4.1 Overview
Since multi-speed disks take a signiﬁcant amount of time to transition from one speed to
another (12.4s for the SONY drive [ONY00, YIY+00], and 6.9s for the dynamic multi-speed
disk [GSKF03b]), requests that arrive during this period can be signiﬁcantly delayed. There-
fore, from performance perspective, it is desirable to make such speed changes infrequently
– i.e., at a coarse time granularity.
Moreover, frequently starting and stopping disks is suspected to aﬀect disk drive longevity.
Even though drive reliability has been signiﬁcantly improved by using load/unload technol-
ogy to prevent head-to-disk interaction and start-up wear, the number of start/stop cycles
a disk can tolerate during its service life time is still limited, and many disk speciﬁcations
provide an expected lifetime value (e.g., the IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 can handle a minimum of
50,000 start/stop cycles [IBM]). Making disk speed changes infrequently reduces the risk of
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running into this limit. For example, if the disk speed changes only 25 times a day, it would
take 6 years to reach the minimum number, slightly longer than the maximum service life
time for which most disks are designed (typically 5 years or 20,000 operating hours [Pro]).
As a result, the main idea of our disk-speed setting algorithm is to adapt the disk speed
infrequently, and keep it constant during a relatively long epoch. We call the algorithm
coarse-grain response (CR), to emphasize that it makes large-granularity decisions based on
predicted I/O response times. CR chooses a disk speed conﬁguration at the beginning of
each epoch that minimizes energy consumption, while still satisfying response-time goals;
it works with any underlying disk layout, including RAID5, PDC, and the new disk layout
described in Chapter 5.
At the beginning of an epoch, CR determines the best speed conﬁguration for each
disk, using the predicted workload for each disk and the speciﬁed average response time
limit Rlimit. Each disk stays at the assigned speed throughout the entire epoch unless the
observed average response time exceeds the speciﬁed limit due to unpredicted workload
changes, in which case the performance guarantee method described in Chapter 6 takes
over. During each epoch, the CR algorithm monitors the load on each disk to provide the
workload statistics needed for the next epoch.
The epoch length, Tepoch, should be long enough to amortize the disk transition cost and
short enough to be responsive to workload changes. In practice, our sensitivity analysis
results in Chapter 8 show that our scheme is insensitive to a broad range (one to four hours)
of epoch lengths.
4.2 Problem Formalization
The goal of the CR algorithm is to choose, at the start of each epoch, for each disk i, a
speed j that minimizes the total predicted energy consumption subject to a constraint that
the average response time be no greater than Rlimit. More formally, CR needs to solve for j
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in the following optimization problem:
minimize
∑n−1
i=0 Eij
subject to
∑n−1
i=0 (Ni × Rij)/N ≤ Rlimit
where Eij is a prediction of the energy that would be consumed by disk i if spinning at
speed j in the epoch, Rij is a prediction of the average response time in the epoch, n is the
total number of disks, Ni is the number of requests at disk i and N is the total number of
requests.
4.3 Solving for Response Time Rij
Clearly, the estimation of Rij depends on the workload on disk i in the epoch. Since most
data center workloads are relatively stable, we use the last epoch’s workload characteristics
as a predictor for the next epoch’s. In most cases, the prediction is correct; when it is
not, the performance guarantee method described in Chapter 6 is invoked. Our results (in
Chapter 8) validate these claims.
We use a M/G/1 queuing model to estimate the average response time for each disk, and
extend this with a model for the delay caused by any disk transition at the beginning of the
epoch.
The M/G/1 queuing model, which represents Poisson arrivals and a general service
time distribution, has been widely used in modeling the performance of disk systems [MY,
SMW98]. A lot of work has been done to improve the accurancy of data center workload
modeling by using either more sophisticate models [UPS+05] or combining queuing model
with feedback control theory [LAL+03]. All those schemes could potentially be used in our
work, but our validation shows our simple method works fairly well for the workloads we
used. Figure 4.1 displays the reasonable match achieved between the observed I/O request
inter-arrival time for the OLTP and Cello99 traces used in our experiments and exponential
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Figure 4.1: Observed inter-arrival time distributions of OLTP and Cello99 workloads
distributions that were ﬁtted to them using maximum likelihood estimation. (The Cello99
trace is slightly less good a match, perhaps because of the variety of performance behaviors
seen in Cello’s storage system.) Importantly, an exact match is not necessary: we are only
using the performance model to determine a “good enough” disk speed level; errors only
result in slightly higher energy usage than the ideal.
Let us assume that the most recent observed average request arrival rate at disk i is αi.
The service time for a request at a disk spinning at speed j is tij , which can be measured at
run time. Let Exp(tij) and V ar(tij) be the mean and variance of the service time. The disk
utilization ρij can be calculated as ρij = αiExp(tij).
Suppose disk i needs to change its speed in the new epoch. While it is changing its spin
speed, the disk cannot service requests. Let us denote length of the transition period as Ti; if
disk i does not need to change its speed, Ti = 0. During this period, the number of requests
that will arrive is αi × Ti. Since Ti is large compared to tij , it dominates those requests’
response time, and the average delay for those requests is Ti/2, for an arrival process with
a Poisson distribution. The average response time of the requests aﬀected by a disk speed
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transition is thus
R′ij =
Ti
2
+
αiTiExp(tij)
2
=
Ti
2
(1 + ρij)
where the second term in the formula represents the average queuing and service delay of
those requests held up during Ti. (In practice, it will be slightly less, as the longer queue
will likely be serviced more eﬃciently by the disk.)
For requests that arrive after the disk transition ﬁnishes, the disk is in a stable state.
Therefore, according to the M/G/1 queuing model, these requests’ average response time is
R′′ij = αiExp(tij) +
α2i (Exp
2(tij) + V ar(tij))
2(1− αiExp(tij))
Combining the two formulas, the average response time during the entire epoch is
Rij =
αiTiR
′
ij + αi(Tepoch − Ti)R′′ij
αiTepoch
Requests that arrive immediately after a speed-transition ends (i.e., just after Ti) will see
a queue of the requests held up during Ti, and will themselves experience an additional delay.
However, since Tepoch (one or multiple hours) is several orders of magnitude larger than Ti
(5–10 seconds), the eﬀects of such delays should be negligible, and we do not consider them
in our Rij calculation.
If the disk does not need to change its speed in the new epoch, the average response
time for this disk Rij is just R
′′
ij . Figure 4.2 shows that our analytical model matches the
measured average response time reasonably well.
4.4 Solving for Energy Eij
Next, we estimate the energy consumption of keeping disk i at speed j in the next epoch.
Suppose the active power, idle power at speed j and transition power are P ′ij , P
′′
ij and P
′′′
ij ,
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Figure 4.2: The measured and modeled average disk response time (OLTP trace)
respectively. The transition time Ti is deﬁned as above. The active time during which disk
i is servicing requests is Tepoch × ρij because the request arrival rate is independent of the
disk speed transition. The remaining time is idle time when disk i is spinning at speed j,
but does not service requests. Therefore, the total energy for disk i is
Eij = P
′
ij × Tepoch × ρij
+ P ′′ij × (Tepoch − Tepoch × ρij − Ti)
+ P ′′′ij × Ti
4.5 Finding a Solution
Now we have materialized every term in the disk-speed selection problem, and it can be
easily converted into an integer programming problem and be solved using the CPLEX
solver [CPL01]. The computational cost is small, especially for the two-speed SONY disk
[ONY00, YIY+00] used in our experiments.
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Chapter 5
Performance-Directed
Energy-Eﬃcient Adaptive Layout
In this chapter, we ﬁrst discuss the design goal of our adaptive layout in Section 5.1. Then we
discuss how we can extend our previous CR algorithm to decide the best layout considering
the tradeoﬀ between energy and performance in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 and 5.4 will discuss
how our layout adapts to workload changes via small or large data reorganization. Finally, in
Section 5.5 we discuss how our previously built performance model can be modiﬁed to ensure
response time goal can always be met in the presence of those reorganization operations.
5.1 Overview
While the CR algorithm can determine a good disk-speed conﬁguration from the workload,
the amount of energy that can be conserved is still related to the underlying disk layout
because the layout directly aﬀects the loads to each disk. As we discussed in Section 2.4,
RAID5 layouts provide good performance but are not energy-eﬃcient, whereas previously
proposed energy-eﬃcient layouts such as PDC save energy but provide less performance
than RAID5, even when all disks are in active mode. To maximize energy conservation
while still meeting the performance goal, ideally we need a “polymorphic” disk array that
provides performance similar to traditional performance-oriented layouts such as RAID5 and
can save the same or more energy than previous energy-eﬃcient layouts such as PDC.
One naive layout might be using two set of disks, one being organized as the RAID5 and
the other as PDC, and dynamically switch between them based on the load characteristics.
But this layout has several limitations. First, it requires doubling the number of disks
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without doubling the performance. Second, the switch granularity is too big. Basically, it is
either RAID5 or PDC. There is no intermediate point to gradually increase the performance
as the load increases. As such, it loses opportunities to conserve energy at those intermediate
points.
Therefore, we designed a self-adaptive, performance-directed and energy-eﬃcient disk
layout. There are three goals in our layout design: (1) energy goal : minimizing disk energy
consumption under any load: light, heavy, or intermediate; (2) performance goal : satisfying
the average response time constraint; and (3) self-adaptiveness goal : dynamically adapting
to workload changes. In addition, our layout should not require any extra disks or sacriﬁce
reliability.
To achieve the above goals, we
• use the CR algorithm to determine a layout that will minimize disk energy consumption
while still satisfying the predicted performance requirement;
• use two levels of reorganizations to adapt to workload changes with little eﬀect on
foreground requests; and
• extend the performance model in the CR algorithm to consider the delay due to reor-
ganizations.
5.2 Choosing the Disk Conﬁguration
We use a multi-tier organization, as shown in Figure 5.1. All disks in a tier spin at the same
speed; diﬀerent tiers run at diﬀerent speeds. Each tier uses a data-protection organization
similar to RAID5, with one parity block per data stripe, and so achieves a similar level of
availability. The tiers are exclusive: data lives in only one tier, unlike a typical multi-level
storage hierarchy. Thus, we need no more disks than RAID5.
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Figure 5.1: Adaptive Layout
By convention, Tier 1 disks store the most active data and so are set to run at full speed
to maximize performance. Conversely, the highest-numbered tier stores the least active data
and is set to spin at the lowest speed to save energy. Within each tier, we strive to achieve
uniform load-balancing to maximize performance.
The number of disks in each tier is obtained simply by running the CR algorithm de-
scribed in Chapter 4 at the beginning of each epoch. This results in a speed for each disk,
and we simply label the set of disks with the same spin speeds a tier.
Note that this scheme adapts dynamically to workload changes. If the load becomes
heavier, CR will put more disks into high speed tiers to satisfy performance requirements,
and if the load becomes lighter, CR will put more disks into low speed tiers to conserve
energy.
5.3 Eﬃcient Small-Scale Reorganization
The granularity of movement between tiers is whole disks, but many workloads have smaller-
granularity hot spots, or there may be portions of the workload that become more (in)active
than they were before. Although the performance-bounding algorithm of Chapter 6 ensures
that the performance goals will be met if this happens, it is desirable to trigger it as infre-
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quently as possible in order to save energy, and so we provide a temperature-based algorithm
to migrate such data between tiers.
Similarly to HP’s AutoRAID [WGSS96], we organize data into ﬁxed-sized relocation
blocks (RBs) that represent the minimal unit of migration in the system. Within a tier, the
number of RBs that a RAID stripe contains on a single disk is deﬁned as a stripe unit.
We translate SCSI logical block numbers (LBNs) into the corresponding RB address
via an RB-map that stores the physical location of every RB. The map is stored at ﬁxed,
redundant locations on disk so that it can easily be referenced, and cached in memory in
its entirety for speed. The map is small: in a 10 TB disk array with 256 KB RBs, the RB-
map occupies 320 MB, or only 0.0032% of the total storage, which is small compared to a
typical disk array cache. A small portion of the disk array’s non-volatile memory (NVRAM),
normally used to provide fast write commits, is used to preserve RB-map updates, from where
they are periodically written to disk.
We place an RB in a tier based on the RB’s “temperature”, which can be calculated
in a number of ways. For example: recency (how recently it is accessed), popularity (the
number of times it is accessed), or a combination of these metrics. In our experiments,
we used an aged-weighted frequency metric that combines both recency and popularity.
Formally speaking, after every k accesses (typically k = 10) to an RB, the RB’s temperature
is adjusted as follows:
Tempnew = (1− ξ)× Tempold + ξ × k/Tlast
where Tempold is the previous temperature, Tlast is the time period of the last k accesses,
and k/Tlast is the average access frequency (the number of accesses per time unit) during
the last k accesses. The history factor ξ speciﬁes how strongly the most recent measurement
contributes to the temperature estimation. We used ξ = 0.8 in our experiments.
We monitor the temperature of each RB in the RB-map and compares it to the tem-
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perature of RBs in other tiers to determine if rearranging data is beneﬁcial. RBs that are
accessed frequently and recently can be promoted if their temperature values become larger
than those of RBs in higher speed tiers. Conversely, seldom accessed RBs may be demoted
if their values fall below those of RBs in lower speed tiers. This algorithm runs continuously:
it is not bound to epoch boundaries.
To reduce interference with client (foreground) requests, we only perform migration when
there are no foreground requests to service, and makes use of the disk array’s NVRAM to
enable recovery from a power failure during a migration. Parity and the RB-map are updated
as part of an RB migration. In the future, techniques such as free block scheduling [LSG+00]
could be used to reduce the impact of RB migrations on foreground work further.
5.4 Eﬃcient Large-Scale Reorganization
At the beginning of each epoch, we use the CR algorithm to determine the best disk tier
conﬁguration for this epoch. If the conﬁguration is diﬀerent from the last epoch, disk re-
conﬁguration is needed to achieve a balanced load inside each tier, and whole disks must be
migrated from one tier to another.
Because disk migration may need to move a large amount of data quickly, block-at-a-time
solutions (e.g., disk cooling [WZS91]) are undesirable, and we need to develop eﬃcient algo-
rithms that approach near-sequential disk access rates. We developed three such algorithms
as shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. In these ﬁgures, blocks are shaded and numbered by their
temperature (lighter = smaller = hotter). Migrated blocks are surrounded by a thick border.
In the column headings, Di means disk i, and thick bars represent tier 5boundaries. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows the migration of two disks (D3 and D4) from a low-speed tier into a high-speed
tier with three disks (D0, D1 and D2). The transition from Figure 5.3(a) to (b) shows the
addition of disks D3 and D4 to a fast (hot) tier. The transition from Figure 5.3 (b) to (c)
shows the result of moving those same disks into a slower (cooler) tier.
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Figure 5.2: Large-scale reorganization solutions: PS and SS
• Permutational shuﬄing (PS) scans the stripes in a tier sequentially, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.2(b). It exchanges data blocks to achieve an even balance of RB temperatures on
each disk but it only considers exchanges of RBs from the newly-added disks to other
disks in a permutational fashion. This means that the maximum number of migrated
blocks per stripe is small: 2m per stripe, for m migrated disks, and it is independent
of the stripe size. However, the load and parity blocks are not always balanced uni-
formly. For example, in Figure 5.2(b), disk D3 has no parity blocks and disk D4 has
no 100-numbered blocks.
• Sorted shuﬄing (SS), is like PS but provides better load balance by uniformly dis-
tributing parity blocks and data blocks of diﬀerent temperature among all disks in the
tier. It does this by ﬁrst sorting the blocks in a stripe based on their temperatures and
then rotationally shifting all blocks in a stripe by one more position than the previous
stripe (Figure 5.2(c)). However, SS incurs greater overhead than PS, because most
blocks are relocated.
• Randomized shuﬄing (RS) ﬁxes both problems, by distributing load and parity blocks
in a statistically uniform fashion, while relocating fewer blocks than SS (Figure 5.3(b)).
In each stripe, RS exchanges each block in the new disks with a randomly-chosen block
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Figure 5.3: Randomized Shuﬄing
from the stripe, regardless of whether they are data or parity blocks; if the target disk
is the same as the one it came from, no move occurs, and only the parity needs to
be updated. The randomization ensures a balanced block-temperature and parity
distribution, since the number of stripes on a disk is large. The number of migrated
blocks per stripe is essentially the same as with PS (a bit less than 2m), but the result
is a better layout. For a large stripe size, disk reorganization costs less than disk
reconstruction upon failure in a traditional RAID5 array.
We use RS, as it is an improvement over both PS and SS.
Since all the disks in a tier are in a parity group, all the parity blocks in the tier need to
be updated whenever a disk is moved in or out of a tier. This is done at the same time as
the blocks are being reorganized. If a tier gets too large, it can be divided into smaller parity
groups, although our experiments never did it. For exchanges within a tier, the large-write
optimization, which calculates the parity from the data block values rather than using the
old parity value, is only useful if all the data blocks are involved in the exchange. In this
case, it saves one read – that of the parity block.
Since a block-exchange causes two blocks to move, a straightforward implementation that
performs the data reorganization at the block granularity would require six I/O operations
per stripe (reading and writing the exchanged blocks and the parity). To improve the recon-
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ﬁguration eﬃciency, a simple optimization is to combine multiple small I/O operations on a
migrated disk into a large one to take advantage of disks’ high sequential access bandwidth.
This method can leverage the large storage cache of modern storage systems(e.g., up-to
128GB for EMC Symmetrix Systems [EMC99]) to batch multiple blocks that are either read
sequentially from the migrated disk, or are read from other disks but will be placed sequen-
tially into the migrated disk. Obviously, we cannot batch as many blocks as possible into
one large sequential I/O because doing so could introduce signiﬁcant delays to foreground
requests.
Additionally, we perform two further optimizations in disk migration. Before migrating a
disk into a higher-speed (hotter) tier, we ﬁrst migrate the hottest data blocks in each stripe
of the old tier onto the disk being moved; if the new tier is colder, then the coldest blocks
are moved to the disk being migrated. By doing this, we attempt to move active data to
high-speed tiers and inactive data to low-speed tiers. For example, in the transition from
Figures 5.3(b) to 5.3(c), all 100-numbered and 200-numbered blocks are moved to disks D3
and D4 respectively before those disks are removed from the hot tier. It also has one other
important beneﬁt: the migrating disk will contain no parity blocks, so disk migrations do
not change the number of parity blocks in a stripe.
To further reduce the reconﬁguration cost, we coalesce the migrations generated by the
pre-migration temperature concentration step and the actual migration, so that no block
needs to be moved twice. For example, suppose a block had to ﬁrst move to a disk to be
migrated, but was then going to be exchanged with another block in its new tier. This
optimization ensures that it is moved directly to its new position in a single operation.
As with single-RB migration, we only execute reconﬁguration operations if there is no
foreground work to perform. Thus foreground requests are delayed by at most one reconﬁg-
uration request. In the meantime, previous work [GZS+03] has shown disks are idle most of
time in data center workloads. Although almost all of those idle periods are not long enough
for disk spin-up/down, but they are suﬃcient to perform those reconﬁguration operations.
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Experimental results in Chapter 8 conﬁrm that a disk reconﬁguration only slightly increases
the average response time of foreground requests, and the reorganization can be done almost
as quickly as sequentially scanning the disk twice.
5.5 The Performance Model Revisited
Since disk reconﬁguration may impact performance, we need to incorporate it into the re-
sponse time estimation of Section 4.3. To do this, we need to calculate what performance
penalty it imposes on the foreground requests and how long the reconﬁguration period is.
Unfortunately, building a precise model is complicated because there are two simultaneous
access streams that may have diﬀerent access patterns. For example, with the OLTP work-
load, there exist random foreground I/Os and sequential background I/Os – and the priority
scheduling further adds to the complexity. We thus develop a simple, but practical, method
to estimate the performance penalty and the length of the disk reorganization phase.
Let us ﬁrst consider disk i in tier j. From the foreground request’s point of view, besides
the normal queuing and service delay, in the worst case each request has a delay caused by
servicing one background request. Since a foreground request arrives randomly according to a
Poisson distribution, the average additional delay in the worse case is Exp(tij)/2. Therefore,
conservatively, the average response time during this period for accesses to disk i is calculated
as below:
R′′′ij = αiExp(tij) +
α2i (Exp
2(tij) + V ar(tij))
2(1− αiExp(tij)) +
Exp(tij)
2
Let TR represent the length of this reconﬁguration phase. The expected number of idle
periods is αiTR(1−ρij), where ρij = αiExp(tij) is the disk utilization. A seek and rotational
delay occurs for the background requests during each idle period. Because all the background
traﬃc occurs when the disk is idle, we have the following equation,
αiTR(1− ρij)(Seek + Rotation) + 2Scan = TR(1− ρij)
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where Scan is the disk sequential scan time when there is no foreground requests. As
Seek + Rotation ≈ Exp(tij), the disk reconﬁguration time with foreground requests is
TR ≈ 2Scan
(1− ρij)2
Table 8.1 in Chapter 8 shows that our estimates of average response time and phase length
are fairly accurate, compared to the experimental measurements.
The performance model described in Section 4.3 can be easily modiﬁed to take this phase
into account, in a similar way to how the disk transition phase was handled.
To make it work, we also need to address other common but important issues such as
disk failures during data reorganization, online storage capacity expansion and controller
fail-over. These problems have similar solutions to those used by HP AutoRAID [WGSS96].
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Chapter 6
Response Time Performance
Guarantees
Even though our CR algorithm strives to determine disk speed settings based on the speciﬁed
response-time requirement, an average response time higher than the speciﬁed limit is still
possible, because of workload mispredictions from one epoch to the next. We thus designed
a simple algorithm to ensure that performance goals would continue to be met even if the
misprediction occurs. Note that we only provide soft guarantees on response-time averages,
rather than hard guarantees for each request.
Our performance guarantee algorithm is a straightforward modiﬁcation of our previous
work [LLD+04]. Instead of keeping track of application execution time slowdown, the Hiber-
nator disk array controller dynamically measures the average response time. If the observed
average response time is larger than RLimit, the energy management scheme is disabled and
all disks spun up to full speed until the observed average response time is less than the spec-
iﬁed limit RLimit. Then the energy management scheme is re-enabled to conserve energy.
Our experimental results show that this method works well for almost all cases, including
previous algorithms that are not performance-aware, as long as it is possible for the layout’s
maximum performance (without any energy management constraints) to meet the speciﬁed
performance requirement.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation Methodology
We evaluated our solutions using trace-driven simulations with traces of real ﬁle system and
OLTP workloads, and using a hybrid system comprised of a real database server (IBM DB2)
and a storage server with emulated multi-speed disks driven by a live OLTP workload.
7.1 Trace-driven Simulation
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss the simulation infrastructure in Section 7.1.1 and then de-
scribes the traces we used in Section 7.1.2.
7.1.1 Test Bed
In order to evaluate our solutions, we simulate a complete storage system. We have enhanced
the widely used DiskSim simulator [GWP] and augmented it with multi-speed disk models.
We have also developed a storage cache simulator, CacheSim and we use it together with
DiskSim to simulate a complete storage system. Accesses to the simulated disks ﬁrst go
through the simulated storage cache. The simulator reports the energy consumed by each
disk in every power mode and the energy consumed in servicing requests (energy to perform
seek, rotation, and transfer).
The speciﬁcations for the disk used in our study are similar to that of the IBM Ultrastar
36Z15. The parameters are taken from the disk’s data sheet [IBM, CPB03b]. Although it is
now a little old, has the beneﬁt of having been used in many previous studies.
For multi-speed disk model that can only service requests at full speed, we use four
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Individual Disk Capacity 18 GB
Maximum Disk Rotation Speed 15000 RPM
Minimum Disk Rotation Speed 3000 RPM
RPM Step-Size 3000 RPM
Active Power(Read/Write) 13.5 W
Seek Power 13.5 W
Idle Power@15000RPM 10.2 W
Standby Power 2.5 W
Spinup Time(Standby to Active) 10.9 secs
Spinup Energy(Standby to Active) 135 J
Spindown Time(Active to Standby) 1.5 secs
Spindown Energy(Active to Standby) 13 J
Table 7.1: Simulation parameters for multi-speed disk model I
Attribute Value
Individual disk capacity 18 GB
Transitioning time 12.4 s
Transitioning energy 152 J
Attribute at 3000 RPM at 15000 RPM
Average seek time 3.4 ms 3.4 ms
Average rotational delay 10 ms 2 ms
Transfer rate 16 MB/s 80 MB/s
Active power (R/W) 6.1 W 13.5 W
Seek power 13.5 W 13.5 W
Idle power 2.8 W 10.2 W
Table 7.2: Simulation parameters for multi-speed disk model II
low-speed power modes: 12k RPM, 9k RPM, 6k RPM and 3k RPM, other than active and
standy. For convenience of description, we call them NAP modes: NAP1, NAP2, NAP3 and
NAP4. To calculate the parameters for each NAP mode, we use the linear power and time
models proposed in [GSKF03a]. Some of these parameters are shown in Table 7.1.
For multi-speed disk model that can serivce requests at low speed, we modeled a two-
speed disk (3000 and 15000 RPM) in our experiments. To calculate the parameters for each
mode, we use the quadratic model [GSKF03b]. Since Sony’s disk is a static multi-speed disk
model that can only change spin speed in standby mode, the disk speed transitioning cost
is the sum of the costs for powering down and subsequently powering up the disk. Some of
the important parameters are shown in Table 7.2.
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Scheme name Constituents
Baseline RAID layout without power management
RAIDDRPM RAID layout + DRPM algorithm [GSKF03b]
PDCLD PDC layout + LD algorithm [CPB03a, PB04]
RAID+DRPM RAID layout + DRPM algorithm +PG
PDC+LD PDC layout + LD algorithm + PG
RAID+CR RAID layout + CR algorithm + PG
Hibernator adaptive layout + CR algorithm + PG
Table 7.3: The evaluated schemes
To evaluate power-aware storage cache management, We use the 2-competitive thresholds
described in Section 2.2 for Practical DPM. For PA-LRU, we use an epoch length of 15
minutes. Other parameters are α = 50%, p = 80% and β = 5seconds. α, β, p are described
in Section 3.2. β is set to be the same as the break-even time for NAP1 mode. All PB-LRU
results are achieved with the epoch length as 16000 requests. Chapter 8 will show that PB-
LRU results are insensitive to the epoch length as long as it is long enough for the cache to
“warm-up” after the repartitioning. The number of disks and the disk layout are the same
as descripted in the traces.
For convenience of description, we name the rest of our storage system besides the storage
cache as Hibernator. The disk access sequence seen by Hibernator is what has been left after
ﬁltered by storage cache. We use 2GB storage cache and LRU algorithm across all evaluated
cases. In our experiments, we compare Hibernator’s energy savings over a baseline case
(RAID5 without energy management) to previous layouts, such as RAID5 and PDC. In
addition, since our performance guarantee method and CR algorithm are general, we also
apply them to previous solutions. The baseline results give us the upper bound for energy
consumption and the lower bound for average response time. The energy savings for each
scheme is computed relative to this baseline case. All the evaluated schemes are listed
in Table 7.3. The parameters for previous energy control algorithms were taken from the
original papers that proposed these algorithms (PG = performance guarantee).
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7.1.2 Traces
Our experiments use two kind of real system traces (OLTP and Cello). The one-day OLTP
trace is an I/O trace collected on our previously built VI-attached database storage sys-
tem connected to a Microsoft SQL Server via a storage area network. The Microsoft SQL
Server client connects to the Microsoft SQL Server via Ethernet and runs the TPC-C bench-
mark [LD93] for 2 hours. The OLTP trace includes all I/O accesses from the Microsoft SQL
server to the storage system. Writes to log disks are not included in the trace. A more
detailed description of this trace can be found in our previous work [ZPL01, CZL03]. OLTP
trace has 21 disks (two volumes, each organized as a 10-disk RAID0 and an additional single
disk).
The other trace, Cello, is obtained from HP and was collected from the Cello File Server,
more recent than but similar to the Cello92 trace [RW93]. The trace was collected on a
timesharing and ﬁle server at HP Labs; it was an HP 9000 K570 class machine (4 PA-
RISC CPUs) running HP-UX 10.20 with 2GB of main memory and (roughly) the equivalent
of 25 high-end SCSI disks. The trace was collected at the SCSI device driver level after
ﬁltering from the ﬁle system cache. We use Cello96 to evaluate power-aware storage cache
management and Cello99 to evaluate Hibernator.
For power-aware storage cache management, we use 128 MBytes as the storage cache size
for the OLTP trace, and 32 MBytes for the Cello96 trace because its working set size is smaller
than that of the OLTP trace. We also use two synthetic traces that are generated based on
storage system workloads observed in previous studies [ZPL01, CZL03]. For example, most
workloads have an uneven distribution among disks and also among blocks. To simulate these
characteristics, we use zipf distribution to distribute requests among 24 diﬀerent disks and
also amongst blocks in each disk. Moreover, as observed by previous studies [ZPL01], requests
to storage systems have poorer temporal locality than those to ﬁrst-level buﬀer caches and the
reuse distances are distributed in a “hill” shape, or theoretically speaking, are log-normally
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Request Number 1 million
Disk Number 24
Exponential Distribution 1λ = 100ms
Pareto Distribution 1 < α ≤ 2, β = 50ms
Write Ratio 0.2
Disk Size 18 GB
Sequential Access Probability 0.1
Local Access Probability 0.2
Random Access Probability 0.7
Maximum Local Distance 100 blocks
Table 7.4: Default Synthetic Trace Parameters
distributed. Based on these characteristics, we use a log normal distribution with mean
32,000 references to reﬂect temporal locality. Spatial locality is controlled by the probabilities
of sequential accesses, local accesses and random accesses. A sequential access starts at the
address immediately following the last address accessed by the previously generated request.
A spatially local request begins some short distance (smaller than Maximum Local Distance)
away from the previous request’s starting address.
Similar to [GSKF03a], we consider two types of distributions for interarrival time: Ex-
ponential and Pareto. Exponential distribution models a Poisson process, which is almost
regular traﬃc without burstiness while the Pareto distribution introduces burstiness in ar-
rivals. The Pareto distribution is controlled by two parameters, Shape α and Scale β. We use
a Pareto distribution with a ﬁnite mean and inﬁnite variance. We call these two synthetic
traces Exponential and Pareto in the rest of this report. The default parameters for the
trace generator are listed in Table 7.4.
To evaluate Hibernator, we used the ﬁrst half of the traces to warm up the storage
system’s cache and adaptive layout. For the CR algorithm, we set the epoch length to be 1
hour by default.
We use both stable workloads and dynamic workloads to demonstrate the performance
and energy eﬀects of these schemes. These workloads are deﬁned by how Hibernator’s CR
algorithm responds: for stable workloads, CR produces the same disk tier membership result
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for each of the epochs in the trace; for dynamic workloads, the disk tier membership varies
between epochs. To get stable workloads, we selected particular 4-hour segments from the
second half of each trace that had the desired property. The mean loads of the two selected
4-hour segments from OLTP and Cello99 are 140 and 50 req/s, respectively. To evaluate
Hibernator and previous schemes under diﬀerent loads, we replayed the 4-hour segments at
various speeds.
The dynamic Cello99 workload is simply the second half of the two-week Cello99 trace,
while the dynamic OLTP workload is assembled by sequentially replaying three diﬀerent
traces collected from the real system, generated by running 10, 55 and 100 clients. Fig-
ure 8.8(a) and 8.8(b) show how the load characteristics of the dynamic Cello99 and OLTP
workloads change with time.
7.2 Emulated System Evaluation
Figure 7.1: The emulated system.
To evaluate our solutions in actual use, we implemented the algorithms in our previously
built storage server[ZBJ+02], and used 15000 RPM disks to emulate multi-speed disk drives.
As shown on Figure 7.1, the resulting storage system emulator was connected to, and driven
by, an IBM DB2 database server via a high speed SAN with a peak bandwidth of 113 MB/s
and a one-way latency of 5.5 μs for a short message. Each server had dual 2.4 GHz Pentium
IV processors with 512 KB L2 caches and 2.5 GB of main memory, and ran Windows 2000
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Advanced Server. Due to the limited number of disks available, each layout (RAID5, PDC,
Adaptive Layout) used ten 15000 RPM IBM Ultra SCSI disks.
We emulated the 15000 RPM mode of the two-speed disk by simply passing requests
through to the real one. We emulated the 3000 RPM mode by introducing an average delay
of 8.4 ms before issuing a request to the real disk. We emulated disk speed transitions by
delaying one request by the transition time. The active, idle and transitioning energy were
charged on a per-request basis, using the parameters listed in Table 7.2.
We use a TPC-C-like benchmark as the OLTP workload in all experiments. The bench-
mark generates mixed transactions based on the TPC-C speciﬁcation, and we set the think
time to zero. Each run starts from the same database content, so diﬀerent runs do not
interfere with each other. Each experiment runs the benchmark for one hour, which is long
enough for the system to yield at least 30 minutes of stable performance. To examine the end
performance impact by various disk energy management solutions and layouts, we compare
the transaction rate (transaction per minute). For the energy consumption, we compare
the energy consumption per transaction, which is the total energy consumption divided by
the total number of transactions committed within one hour. We also compare the average
power (i.e., energy consumption per time unit) at each small time interval.
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Chapter 8
Simulation Results
In this chapter, we will ﬁrst present the overall results of power-aware storage cache man-
agement, speed control algorithms, data layout, and performance guarantee methods in
Section 8.1, followed by sensitivity analysis in Section 8.2.
8.1 Overall Results
In modern storage, disk accesses are ﬁrst ﬁltered by the large storage cache before reaching
the underlying disk array. In Section 8.1.1, we ﬁrst discuss the results of power-aware storage
cache management assuming the underlying disk array is the same as described in the traces
and we then discuss the evaluation of the underlying disk array schemes in Section 8.1.2.
8.1.1 Results of Storage Cache Management
8.1.1.1 Evaluation of Power-Aware Cache Replacement Algorithms
We evaluate ﬁve cache replacement algorithms: OPG, Belady, PA-LRU, PB-LRU and LRU
using the two real-system traces and two synthetic traces. We have also measured the disk
energy consumption with an inﬁnitely large cache size, in which case only cold misses go
to disks. This serves as a lower bound for the energy consumed as a result of any cache
replacement algorithm because no cache replacement algorithm with a limited cache size
can save more energy if the underlying disks use the Oracle DPM.
With the Practical DPM, inﬁnite storage cache size may cause more energy consumption
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(a) OLTP
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(b) Cello96
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(c) Exponential
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(d) Pareto
Figure 8.1: Energy Consumption (normalized to LRU)
than limited cache sizes, so it cannot serve as a theoretical lower bound. To give an example,
suppose the inter-arrival time between two consecutive cold misses to the same disk is just
slightly larger than the idle threshold value. After the ﬁrst cold miss, the disk will transition
into a low-power mode after remaining idle for a threshold period of time. Then it has to
immediately transit back to active in order to service the second cold miss. So it spends
extra energy in disk spin-down/spin-up. However, if a replacement algorithm can introduce
another miss in between these two cold misses, it is possible to avoid the disk spin-down/spin-
up.
Figures 8.1 compares the disk energy consumption for all ﬁve storage cache replacement
algorithms and an inﬁnite cache with both Oracle DPM and Practical DPM. Figure 8.2
shows the average response time for the ﬁve storage cache replacement algorithms with the
Practical DPM. Since the Oracle DPM can always spin up disks in time for the next request,
59
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(a) OLTP and Cello96
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Figure 8.2: Average Response Time (normalized to LRU)
the average response time diﬀerence among the ﬁve schemes is very small, which we do not
present here.
Comparing two oﬀ-line algorithms, though Belady’s algorithm gives the optimal cache
miss ratios, OPG can consume up to 9.8% less energy than Belady’s algorithm. With the
Cello96 trace, OPG consumes 5.7% less energy than Belady’s algorithm. For the OLTP
trace, OPG consumes 9.8% less energy than Belady’s algorithm if disks use the Oracle
scheme. With the Practical DPM, OPG’s energy savings is smaller, only 1.4%. In terms of
average response time, OPG is 4.2% better for OLTP but 6.3% worse for Cello96. For two
synthetic traces, OPG can consume 5.3-9.3% less energy than the Belady’s algorithm while
provide 2.5-3.5% better average response time.
For two online power-aware algorithms, Figure 8.1 shows they can save up-to 22% more
energy compared to LRU. For the OLTP trace, PA-LRU consumes 14-16% less and PB-
LRU consumes 11-13% less energy than LRU. For the Exponential trace, both PA-LRU and
PB-LRU can save 22% energy over LRU. PB-LRU performs better than PA-LRU in other
two traces: for the Pareto trace, PB-LRU saves 16.6% more and PA-LRU saves 7.7% more
energy than LRU; for the Cello96 trace, PA-LRU saves less than 1% energy over LRU while
PB-LRU is 7.6-7.7% more energy-eﬃcient than LRU.
The reason why PA-LRU can only save less than 1% energy for Cello96 is because in
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(a) Percentage time break-
down
(b) Mean inter-arrival time
Figure 8.3: Analyzing two representative disks in OLTP
Cello96, 64% of accesses are cold misses. In other words, 64% of accesses will go to disk
no matter what cache replacement policy is used. In addition, the requests’ interarrival
gap is very small, even for the cold miss sequence, which does not allow PA-LRU to save
much energy. Even with the inﬁnite-size cache, the largest possible energy savings are only
12.4%-12.6%. In this sense, PB-LRU does a decent job.
In terms of average response time with Practical DPM, Figure 8.2 shows that PA-LRU
and PB-LRU improves the average response time by 62-64% for the Exponential trace, 40-
50% for the OLTP trace and 7-13% for the Pareto trace while for Cello96, the improvements
by both are less than 1%. Again, the dominant cold misses in Cello96 account for this.
8.1.1.2 Performance Analysis
In the following, we use the OLTP with Practical DPM to understand why PA-LRU and
PB-LRU can save more energy and provide better response time.
Analyzing PA-LRU Figure 8.3 (a) shows the percentage time breakdowns for two rep-
resentative disks. Each breakdown gives the percentage of time consumed in each power
mode and also during spin-up/spin-downs. Disk 14 spends 59% of time in standby mode
with PA-LRU whereas it spends only 16% of time in standby mode with LRU. Moreover,
PA-LRU signiﬁcantly reduces time in performing spin-up/downs from 25% to 13%. Even
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though PA-LRU increases the percentage of time in active mode for other disks such as disk
4 from 78% to 84%, the amount of increase is very small. PA-LRU also reduces the time
that disk 4 spends in spin-up/downs from 16% to 6%. Also, because of the signiﬁcantly
fewer disk spin-up/downs, PA-LRU has 50% lower average I/O response time.
Figure 8.3 (b) shows the mean request inter-arrival time for the same two representative
disks (disk 4 and disk 14). The mean request inter-arrival time shown is much larger than the
inter-arrival time in the original application I/O sequence because requests are ﬁrst ﬁltered
through a 128 MByte storage cache.
Since PA-LRU keeps blocks from disk 14 in the priority LRU list, there are fewer accesses
to disk 14. As a result, the mean request inter-arrival time on disk 14 from a PA-LRU-
managed cache is three times as large as that from a LRU-managed cache. With 40 second
inter-arrival gaps, disk 14 has a lot of long idle periods to stay in low power modes, and thus
saves signiﬁcant amounts of energy.
To favor disk 14’s blocks, disk 4’s blocks are more likely to be evicted with PA-LRU than
with LRU. Thus, the mean request inter-arrival time on disk 4 with PA-LRU is a factor of 2.4
shorter than that with LRU, which explains why PA-LRU causes disk 4 to stay in the active
mode longer. Since the original mean inter-arrival time with LRU is already smaller than
the threshold, disk 4 does not have much opportunity to go to the low power modes. Thus,
shortening the mean inter-arrival time on disk 4 does not cause disk 4 to spend signiﬁcantly
less time in low power modes.
Analyzing PB-LRU Figure 8.4 (a) shows the diﬀerence between energy actually con-
sumed by real cache and that estimated by PB-LRU for the same size, for each of the 21
disks in a random epoch. We can see the largest deviation of estimated energy from real
energy is 1.8%, suggesting that the energy estimation is accurate.
Figure 8.4 (b) shows, in a random epoch, the partition sizes which assigned by the MCKP
solver. For the ﬁrst 10 disks, the MCKP solver only assigns 1MB to their caches while 11-
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Figure 8.4: Validation of PB-LRU in a random epoch for OLTP
12MB is given to the next 10 disks. The OLTP workloads are such that the ﬁrst 10 disks
are active while the next 10 are relatively inactive. The MCKP solver has a tendency to
increase the size assigned to relatively inactive disks and give only small sizes to disks which
remain active. This is because the energy penalty incurred by reducing the cache size of a
disk that remains active is small while large gains are made by increasing the cache size of a
relatively inactive disk, as doing so allows it to remain in lower-power modes longer. In this
way, overall energy savings can be made.
Cache partition size also aﬀects the response time. Since the ﬁrst 10 disks are in active
modes, accesses to those disks do not need to wait several seconds for the disk to spin-up
before requests are serviced. Because of the greater partition space given to the next 10 disks,
the number of misses and consequently the number of expensive spin-ups from low-power to
active mode is reduced and thus response time improves.
8.1.1.3 Evaluation of Power-Aware Write Policies
In this subsection, we investigate the eﬀects of four storage cache write policies on energy
consumption by using the two synthetic traces with varying write/read ratios. We use LRU
as the cache replacement algorithm in our simulation. Note in Figure 8.5 all the numbers are
percentage energy savings relative to the write-through policy. The underlying disk uses the
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Practical DRM. Results with the Oracle DPM are simila. Also note X-asis is not uniform in
ﬁgure (2).
Figure 8.5(a1) and (a2) show the percentage energy savings of write-back over write-
through. Figure 8.5(a1) shows the results for a mean inter-arrival time of 250ms, and varying
write ratios from 0% to 100%. Figure 8.5(a2) shows the results when the write ratio is 50%
and the mean inter-arrival time varies from 10ms to 10,000ms. The results with Oracle DPM
are similar to those with Practical DPM, so we only present results with Practical DPM. For
the extremely small or large interarrival time, the diﬀerences between write polices are small
since disks are active or sleeping most of the time already. In a medium range, the results
exhibit the similar eﬀects to those of 250ms. For write ratio close to zero, write policies do
not matter and thus make no diﬀerence. However, the energy beneﬁt over write-through
policy increases with write ratio. With 100% writes, write-back can save around 20% energy
compared to write-through. When fewer than 40% of the requests are writes, the percentage
energy savings of write-back over write-through is less than 5%. As shown in Figure 8.5
(a2), with a write ratio of 0.5, the beneﬁts of write-back peaks during 100ms to 1000ms
mean inter-arrival time, but the beneﬁts are always smaller than 10%. The beneﬁts of write-
back over write-through are slightly better in the traces with exponential distributions than
in the traces with Pareto distributions because the latter has bursty requests, which can
reduce the number of disk spin-ups.
Figure 8.5 (b1) and (b2) show the percentage energy savings of WBEU over write-
through. WBEU can signiﬁcantly reduce energy consumption. If 100% of the requests
are writes, WBEU can save 60-65% more energy than write-through. Therefore, when the
percentage of writes is signiﬁcant in a workload, it is much more energy-eﬃcient to use
WBEU if persistency is not a big concern.
For the traces with exponential distributions, WBEU is more sensitive to the mean inter-
arrival time. With a write ratio of 0.5, if the mean inter-arrival time is large (10,000ms), the
beneﬁts of WBEU are very small. This is because disks are “sleeping” most of the time and
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Figure 8.5: Eﬀects of write policies on disk energy consumption
requests only cause little energy consumption. If the mean inter-arrival time is small (10ms),
WBEU does not provide huge beneﬁts, either. This is because disks are active most of the
time due to fast arriving read requests. Mean inter-arrival time has less eﬀect on WBEU’s
beneﬁts with Pareto traﬃc because disks have longer idle periods and tend to stay in low
power modes.
Figure 8.5(c1) and (c2) show the percentage energy savings for WTDU over write-
through. When we evaluate WTDU, the extra energy consumption for writing to log regions
is included in WTDU’s results. If all accesses are writes, WTDU can reduce the disk energy
consumption by 55% compared to write-through, which indicates WTDU is quite eﬀective.
Since this scheme can also provide persistency, it is good for workloads which have a high
percentage of writes and require persistency semantics.
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(a) OLTP (b) Cello99
Figure 8.6: Average response time for diﬀerent schemes under various stable loads
8.1.2 Results of Control Algorithms, Layouts and Performance
Guarantees
Since diﬀerent layouts and energy control algorithms have diﬀerent performance degrada-
tions, directly comparing them is diﬃcult. Thus, we ﬁrst evaluate the performance of all
schemes, and then compare energy only among those schemes that can provide performance
guarantees.
8.1.2.1 Performance guarantees
Figure 8.6 shows the average response time for the two traces with the seven schemes under
various stable loads. In all experiments, the user-speciﬁed average response time limit is
set to be 10 ms unless mentioned speciﬁcally. Here, we show only the results with stable
workloads. The high-level results with dynamic workloads are similar.
As shown in Figure 8.6, previous schemes, such as PDCLD and RAIDDRPM , do not pro-
vide average response times within the speciﬁed limit; in many cases, they can signiﬁcantly
increase the average response time. For example, with the default load of 140 req/s in OLTP,
both PDCLD and RAIDDRPM have an average response time of 120 ms, 12 times larger than
the speciﬁed limit. Comparing RAIDDRPM with PDCLD, the performance degradation by
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PDCLD increases with increasing loads because PDCLD distributes the data in an extremely
uneven fashion, so that a small subset of disks become hot spots. Even if all disks spin at
full speed, PDCLD cannot provide the same level of performance as the baseline. With
RAIDDRPM , the average response time increases gradually with increasing loads because of
the increased number of disk transitions. But if the load is heavy, all disks in RAIDDRPM
will stay at full speed and thus provide the same performance as the baseline.
The results also show that our performance guarantee method works well for all cases
except PDC+LD. For example, with OLTP, RAID
+
DRPM , RAID
+
CR and Hibernator have av-
erage response times smaller than the speciﬁed limit. Therefore, our performance guarantee
method is an eﬀective way to control performance degradation by energy control algorithms,
as long as the underlying disk layout is good enough to deliver a peak performance compa-
rable to the baseline.
The performance guarantee method does not work with PDCLD under heavy loads,
because the PDC layout is unable to provide an average response time comparable to the
baseline, even with all disks at full speed. For this reason, we do not compare with PDC
schemes in our other simulation results. However, we do compare Hibernator with the PDC
and RAID schemes in our emulated-system evaluation.
8.1.2.2 Energy consumption
We begin with a study of what happens with steady-state workloads, and then look at the
more realistic situation of dynamically-varying workloads.
Stable workloads Figure 8.7 shows the energy savings of the three performance-guaran-
teed schemes, namely RAID+DRPM , RAID
+
CR and Hibernator, for the stable workloads. The
energy savings are computed over the baseline case.
First, the energy savings from RAID+DRPM are small: less than 10% for OLTP and
almost zero for Cello99. DRPM changes the disk speeds frequently and so can signiﬁcantly
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(a) OLTP (b) Cello99
Figure 8.7: Energy savings for diﬀerent schemes with performance guarantee
degrade performance, due to the long disk speed transition time. As a result, RAID+DRPM
is frequently disabled by the performance guarantee method and all disks are forced to full
speed to meet performance requirement, leading to poor energy savings.
The two CR schemes, RAID+CR and Hibernator, provide signiﬁcantly more energy savings
than RAID+DRPM . For example, for OLTP with 14 req/s, these two schemes can save 48%
and 63% energy, respectively, over the baseline. This savings is because the CR algorithm
adapts energy at coarse granularity, and considers workload characteristics and performance
requirements to determine the best disk speed settings to minimize energy consumption.
Among all schemes, Hibernator provides the most energy savings. For example, for OLTP
with 7 req/s, Hibernator can save 65% energy, whereas RAID+CR and RAID
+
DRPM provide
only 50% and 10% energy savings, respectively. Hibernator saves more energy than RAID+CR
because Hibernator uses a multi-tier layout with active data evenly distributed across ﬁrst-
tier full speed disks to provide good performance. Such a layout allows more disks to stay in
low speed tiers without signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the performance. As RAID+CR’s energy savings
is always between Hibernator and RAID+DRPM , we do not present its results in subsequent
sections, in order to make our ﬁgure presentation clearer.
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(a) Cello99 (b) OLTP
(c) Cello99 (d) OLTP
Figure 8.8: Workload characteristics and the corresponding energy adaptation
Dynamic workloads Figure 8.8 shows how Hibernator and RAID+DRPM adapt to work-
load changes. For both OLTP and Cello99, Hibernator has lower average power than
RAID+DRPM . For example, in the time period 1–4 hours in the OLTP workload, Hiber-
nator has an average power of 50–75% of the baseline, whereas RAID+DRPM ’s average power
is more than 90% of the baseline. Thus, Hibernator provides a 15% energy savings for OLTP,
and a 48% energy savings for Cello99, whereas RAID+DRPM ’s energy savings are only 3%
and 16%, respectively. RAID+DRPM cannot save as much energy as Hibernator, since all
disks are often forced to full speed to meet the performance requirement, whereas this does
not happen often with Hibernator.
Figure 8.8(c) shows that when the workload becomes heavy, Hibernator can quickly adapt
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Figure 8.9: The eﬀect of epoch length on PB-LRU (OLTP)
its speed setting and layout to meet the performance goal, while achieving maximal energy
conservation. At a few points in Cello99 when the load prediction is inaccurate, the CR
algorithm alone cannot deliver the expected performance. In this case, the performance
guarantee mechanism immediately forces all disks to full speed to satisfy the performance
requirement, resulting in the high sharp spikes in Figure 8.8(c).
The energy savings for OLTP are smaller than that for Cello99 because OLTP’s loads
are much heavier than Cello99. Under heavy loads (e.g., the time period 4–10 hours), all
disks need to stay at full speed in order to meet the performance goal. Therefore, there are
no energy savings at all during this period, and since this is 50% of the entire workload, the
overall energy savings are small, too.
8.2 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, we discuss the eﬀects of epoch length, data shuﬄing and performance goals.
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Figure 8.10: The eﬀect of epoch length on underlying disk array (Cello99)
8.2.1 Eﬀects of Epoch Length
For storage cachen management, one drawback of many previous studies including our PA-
LRU, is that they depend on multiple parameters. Tuning those parameters to adapt to
diﬀerent characteristics of workloads is time-consuming and hard. An important beneﬁt of
PB-LRU is that it does not need much parameter tuning for diﬀerent workloads. The only
parameter is the epoch length.
The epoch length cannot be too small or inﬁnitely large. Fortunately, our results indicate
that once it is large enough to accommodate the “warm-up” period after re-partitioning, the
results of PB-LRU are relatively insensitive to the epoch length within a very large range,
as shown in Figure 8.9. The results for the other traces are similar.
For underlying disk array, Figure 8.10 shows the energy eﬀects of epoch length on Hi-
bernator under the dynamic Cello99 workload. Once the epoch length is large enough to
accommodate the disk speed transition and reorganization period, the energy savings are
insensitive to epoch length across a broad range. This is because most of time the Cello99
workload is relatively steady and at a few points where the load prediction is inaccurate,
regardless of the epoch length, the performance guarantee method forces all disks up to meet
the performance requirement. The energy eﬀects of epoch length on Hibernator under the
OLTP workload are similar.
The results indicate that in real systems, it is not diﬃcult to pick a large enough epoch
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Foreground Phase length Mean response time
traﬃc measured model no shuﬄing measured model
none 22.1 min 22.1 min – – –
1400 req/s 27.8 min 30.0 min 6.35 ms 8.82 ms 9.1 ms
Table 8.1: The cost of data shuﬄing with and without foreground OLTP workloads
length, especially since most data center workloads are continuously running for days or even
months.
8.2.2 Eﬀects of Data Shuﬄing
To evaluate the eﬀects of our data shuﬄing approach for workload adaptation on the response
time of foreground requests, we conduct an experiment that moves a disk from a low-speed
tier to a 22-disk full-speed tier. The random shuﬄing algorithm was used to ensure that
future loads could be evenly distributed across the 23 full-speed disks.
Table 8.1 show the eﬀect of data shuﬄing with and without foreground OLTP workloads.
The “no shuﬄing” column represents the average response time during this period if there
is no background shuﬄing. The table shows that the average response time of foreground
requests only increases by 2.5 ms (from 6.35 ms to 8.82 ms) due to background shuﬄing
traﬃc. It also shows that data shuﬄing for an entire 18 GB disk can be done almost as
quickly as sequentially scanning the disk twice. With foreground requests, the shuﬄing
duration is increased slightly from 22.1 minutes to 27.8 minutes. In summary, random
shuﬄing takes advantage of disks’ high sequential bandwidth and can be done quickly with
only a small overhead on the average response time of foreground requests.
8.2.3 Eﬀects of Response Time Goals
Figure 8.11 shows the eﬀects of the response time limit on energy savings by Hibernator.
In one extreme, the response time limit is small so that all disks need to spin at full speed.
In this case, no energy savings are possible. At the other extreme, when performance is
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Figure 8.11: The energy eﬀects of response time limit under OLTP workload of 700 req/s.
not critical (the response time limit is large), all the disks can be spun down, reaching the
maximum energy savings of 70%. In between, Hibernator saves energy by putting more
disks into the low-speed tiers as the performance restrictions are eased. The eﬀects of the
response time limit under the Cello99 are similar.
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Chapter 9
Emulated System Results
In this chapter, we discuss the results (as shown in Figure 9.1) from an emulated storage
system that is connected to IBM DB2 running the TPCC-like benchmark. Besides validating
our simulation results, we used this environment to evaluate the impact of energy manage-
ment on the transaction rate of our database application. The database transaction rate,
power (energy/time), and energy consumption are normalized to the baseline. The energy
consumption is evaluated for the speciﬁed number of transactions.
The emulated-system results demonstrate that only Hibernator can save signiﬁcant en-
ergy, while providing performance comparable to the baseline (energy-unaware RAID5). For
example, Hibernator provides an average response time of 6.8 ms, only 3% higher than the
baseline (6.6 ms) and thereby has an OLTP transaction rate similar to the baseline. More-
over, Hibernator saves the highest percentage (29%) of energy among all ﬁve energy-aware
schemes. This suggests that Hibernator is a practical and energy-eﬃcient scheme to be used
in data center disk arrays.
The two RAID schemes, RAIDDRPM and RAID
+
DRPM , produce little energy savings.
RAIDDRPM does not have a performance guarantee and degrades the database transaction
rate by 30%. Even though it allows disks to stay at lower speeds more often than Hibernator
(as shown on the left ﬁgure of Figure 9.1(b)), RAIDDRPM still consumes almost the same
energy as the baseline, due to the increased execution time to ﬁnish the transactions (energy
= power × time). In contrast, RAID+DRPM does not degrade performance signiﬁcantly, but
it saves little energy over the baseline because disks are often forced to full speed.
PDCLD performs as expected: it is able to put many disks into low speeds as shown in
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(a) Performance
(b) Energy Consumption
Figure 9.1: Performance and energy comparison on an emulated storage system.
Figure 9.1(b), because the load distribution across disks is extremely uneven – but this also
means that it signiﬁcantly degrades the database transaction rate by 47%. Combining both
eﬀects, it has the same amount of energy consumption per transaction as Hibernator, but it
fails the performance requirement. (As in the simulation results, PDC cannot always meet
the performance goal even if all disks spin at full speeds, and the same happens to PDC+LD.)
Our emulated-system results for RAID+DRPM and Hibernator accurately match those in
simulation. Both the average I/O response time and the energy savings by both Hibernator
and RAID+DRPM measured from emulated systems are very similar to the corresponding
simulation results for OLTP with the default load (140 req/s) shown in Figure 8.6 and
Figure 8.7.
However, the performance degradation of RAIDDRPM in the emulated system is less than
the corresponding result in simulation because of the inter-request dependency seen from the
database. When requests are delayed in the emulated system, subsequent requests are also
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delayed – an eﬀect not seen in the open-loop trace replay we used in the simulations. This
tends to lower the oﬀered I/O load in a system suﬀering slower performance due to energy
management. The discrepancies for performance guarantee schemes such as RAID+DRPM
and Hibernator are much less pronounced because those schemes do not add much delay, so
the inter-request arrival rate does not change signiﬁcantly in the emulated system.
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Chapter 10
Interactions of Storage Components
In this chapter, we will discuss how diﬀerent storage components in our system interact with
each other. In essential, the sequence of requests that access disks are cache misses generated
by storage cache management policies and directly aﬀects the energy and performance of
underlying disk array. In the previous chapter, we have shown under various workloads, i.e.,
diﬀerent disk access sequences, our disk array design can save most amount of energy while
still meeting performance requirements. In this chapter, we will focus on the discussion how
the underlying disk array aﬀects the design of power-aware storage cache schemes and their
performance and energy implications, more speciﬁcally, the eﬀects of disk spin-up/down
costs, how to apply our schemes to the other multi-speed disk model which services requests
in low-power modes, the impacts of disk array layouts, and interactions with CPU energy.
In the following sections, all the evaluations are done with the use of synthetic traces. All
the experimental settings are the same as described in Chapter 7 unless explicitly mentioned.
10.1 Eﬀects of Disk Spin-up/down Costs
In evaluating power-aware cache management, we use the spin-up cost of the IBM Ultrastar
36Z15 (135J) from standby to active mode. In this section, we discuss how spin-up cost
aﬀects the energy-savings of PA-LRU and PB-LRU over LRU using the Exponential trace.
We vary spin-up costs as energy needed for transitioning from standby to active mode. The
spin-up costs from other modes to active mode are still calculated based on the linear power
model described earlier.
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Figure 10.1: The eﬀect of spin-up cost (Exponential). Note that the x-scale is not logarithmic.
Figure 10.1 shows the percentage energy-savings for PA-LRU and PB-LRU over LRU for
the Exponential trace. Both algorithms demonstrate the same eﬀects. Between 67.5J and
270J, the energy-savings of PA-LRU and PB-LRU over LRU are fairly stable. The spin-up
costs of most current SCSI disks lie in this range. At one extreme, with the increase of
spin-up cost, the break-even times increase. Therefore, the thresholds calculated based on
the break-even times also increase. In this case, due to lack of long enough intervals, disks
have less opportunities to stay in low power modes even using power-aware algorithms as
PA-LRU and PB-LRU. At the other extreme, if the spin-up cost decreases a lot and spin-up
becomes very cheap, the energy savings of PA-LRU and PB-LRU decreases because in this
case, even with LRU, disks are already in low-power modes most of the time.
Since both the energy and time cost of spin-down account for only 1/10 of spin-up in the
IBM Ultrastar 36Z15, the eﬀect of considering both spin-up and spin-down cost is similar to
that of Figure 10.1.
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10.2 Eﬀects of Multi-Speed Power Model
The multi-speed disk architecture proposed by Gurumurthi et [GSKF03a] can be designed
to either serve requests at all rotational speeds or serve requests only after a transition
to the full-speed mode. In Chapter 3, we choose the second option because it is a simple
extension to the traditional 2-mode power model. However, the ideas of power-aware storage
management is so general that can be applied to both multi-speed disk models. In this
section, we will study how to use our power-aware cache algorithms with multi-speed disks
that serve requests at low speeds.
The ideas of both PA-LRU and PB-LRU can be directly applied to this type of multi-
speed disks by selectively keeping blocks from relatively inactive disks or assigning large
cache partition size to them so that those disks can serve requests at a lower speed due to
lighter load and thus save energy. However, to make things work, some changes are needed
because of its diﬀerent underlying disk model and power management scheme. For example,
disk spinup/spindown cost is no longer a big issue since it is servicing requests at low speeds
that incurrs large latency although in the meantime it also brings energy beneﬁts. As a
result, the most commonly used power management scheme for this type of multi-speed
disks is to use load (I/Os) as the metrics to decide when to spin down a disk. The threshold
is selected in a way to make sure the load does not exceed the service capacity of disks at low
speeds (the performance would otherwise be signiﬁcally deteriorated beyond this capacity
envelope due to long queuing delay).
The modiﬁcations to PA-LRU and PB-LRU are straightforward. For PA-LRU, if the
average access interarrival time for a disk is to be predicted larger than the threshold of
underlying disk power management based on the observation of previous epochs, the disk is
counted as an inactive disk and requests to this disk would be kept in a priority LRU queue.
For PB-LRU, we change the way of dynamically tracking the variation of energy consumption
with possible partition sizes of each disk. We ﬁrst use Mattson’s Stack algorithm to determine
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Figure 10.2: Energy/performance of PA-LRU/PB-LRU for the other multispeed disk model
whether a request would result in a cache hit or miss for diﬀerent partition sizes. At the end
of each epoch, we will know miss ratios for each disk with diﬀerent partition sizes. Therefore,
access interarrival time for a disk if it would be given a partition size i can be calculated by
AverageAccessInterarrivalT imei =
AverageRequestInterarrivalT imei
MissRatioi
Depending on whether it exceeds the threhold of underlying disk power management, the
disk would stay in either a high or low speed. Assuming in the next epoch a disk given a
partition size i would stay in speed j, the energy consumption for this disk can be calculated
as below:
Energyij = RotationalPowerj×EpochLength+ActivePowerj×NumofRequests×MissRatioi
After materializing all variables in the energy-optimal cache partition problem, we solve it
in the same manner as described in Section 3.2.2.
Figure 10.2 shows both PA-LRU and PB-LRU work well with the multi-speed disk model
that serves requests at low speeds for both Exponential and Pareto traces. Compared to LRU,
they can save 27-32% more energy by making it possible to spin down more disks at a lower
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speed. Although the average response time is slightly increased (8.1-8.9%) due to longer
rotational delay for servicing accesses to those disks, the underlying power management
inherently assures that the load to those disks is low enough so that it will not exceed the
service capacity of those disks even at a lower speed. We can further combine our cache
schemes with the performance guarantee methods described in Chapter 6 to make sure the
performance goal is not violated even in the case that workload prediction may be wrong.
In this case, it would turn oﬀ the energy-optimizing features of our algorithms, for instance,
by switching from PA-LRU to traditional LRU, or preventing PB-LRU from assigning small
cache partition size to certain disks.
10.3 Eﬀects of Disk Array Layouts
In our previous simulations, we use the same disk layouts as indicated in the trace documents.
It is interesting to see how the underlying disk array aﬀects the energy and performance
eﬀects of power-aware storage cache management.
Figure 10.3 shows simulation results for PA-LRU and PB-LRU over LRU with diﬀerent
disk array layouts. The simulation used multi-speed disk model that can only service re-
quests at highest speeds and traditional practical DPM, but its implications are general. The
results show for RAID layouts, as all disks have similar characteristics, both PA-LRU and
PB-LRU would behave similarly to LRU and therefore have the similar energy consumption
and performance regardless of trace types. On the other hand, with the use of recently pro-
posed energy eﬃcient layouts such as PDC (Popular Data Concentration [PB04]), PA-LRU
and PB-LRU could save up to 23% energy while reducing average response time by up to
65% by leveraging the diﬀerent characterisitcs of each disk. Depending on the performance
requirement, our performance-directed energy eﬃcient layout (discussed in Chapter 5) per-
forms similarly to either RAID, PDC or some layout in between. However, as long as the
performance is allowed, it would creat load concentration as much as possible in order to
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Figure 10.3: Energy and performance eﬀects of disk array layouts for Practical DPM
maximize energy savings.
Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that power-aware storage cache
management works more eﬀective when the underlying disks have diﬀerent characteristics.
Fortunately, in reality this is true. Most data center workloads run on conﬁgurations with
multiple RAID groups because of two reasons: (1) scalability limitation: due to the through-
put limitation of RAID controllers, most commercial storage systems usually conﬁgure only
20-40 disks to each RAID controller, but internally a storage system is connected to many
such RAID controllers. (2) reliability concern: since the multiple-disk failure rate grows
quickly with the number of disks in a RAID group, it is much more reliable to use multiple
smaller RAID groups than one large group. Therefore, most users of high-end storage sys-
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tems (e.g. EMC Symmetrix) are recommended to conﬁgure the system with multiple RAID
groups, all of which share the storage cache and the storage processors inside the storage box.
In this case, both PA-LRU and PB-LRU would be useful to partition the storage cache in a
way according to the diﬀerent characteristics of each RAID group. As a matter of fact, our
OLTP trace was collected on a real system that the DBMS (Microsoft SQL Server) creates
the TPC-C database on two RAID groups (This is speciﬁed by the TPC-C benchmark kit,
which was provided by Microsoft).
10.4 Impacts on CPU and Memory Energy
Since disk energy management can degrade performance, a natural question to ask is whether
it would increase the energy consumption of other components such as processors and main-
memory inside storage systems.
Fortunately the answer is no. The main reason is that all other components such as
processors, main-memory, cache, network interface cards, etc., are all energy-aware. When
they stay at their lowest power modes, their energy consumptions are minimal. For example,
modern processors have dynamic voltage scaling and adaptive architectures [Alb99, BM01]
to conserve energy during periods when processors are not fully utilized. Similarly main-
memory also supports multiple power modes to conserve energy [LFZE00, LLD+04].
Therefore, suppose a disk request is slowed down from 5ms without energy management
to 15ms with energy management, if the processor does not have other useful computation,
it can scale down the voltage to the lowest level and also shutdown micro-architectural re-
sources such as functional units to minimize the processor energy consumption. Similarly, the
memory devices can quickly transition to power-down modes. The transition time and en-
ergy consumed by processor and main-memory is negligible compared to the 10ms duration.
For example, processors can change voltage in the order of 55 μs [MSS+03] and adapt micro-
architectural resources within a few CPU cycles [Alb99]; and a memory device can switch
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between active mode to power-down mode in the order of tens of nanoseconds [LLD+04].
Therefore, disk energy adaptation has little eﬀect on other components’ energy consumption,
which implies the amount of energy conserved from disks can almost fully contribute to the
energy conservation of the whole system.
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Chapter 11
Implications of New Storage
Alternatives
An ideal disk drive for enterprise storage systems should at least have the following char-
acteristics: highly reliable, high performance under various access patterns, low power con-
sumption with no spin-up/spin-down costs. Recently there is a trend towords solid-state
drives that seem to have a lot of desired characteristics. It is natural to raise the questions
such as: Is it technically feasible and cost-eﬀective to replace conventional hard disk drives
with this new type of drives? How could we make use of their new features in designing
performance-aware energy-eﬃcient storage systems? In this chapter we will discuss about
this trend in storage and its performance and energy implications.
11.1 Is Solid State Drive a Good Storage Alternative?
In this section, we will ﬁrst introduce background knowledge about solid state drives (SSD)
and then conduct cost-eﬀectiveness analysis to see if solid state drives is a good storage
alternative to replace conventional hard disks for energy-eﬃcient enterprise storage systems.
A solid state drive is a data storage device that uses volatile DRAM or non-volatile ﬂash
memory to store persistent data [Wik07d]. DRAM-based SSDs typically incorporate internal
battery and backup disk systems to ensure data persistence. If power is lost for whatever
reason, the battery would keep the unit powered long enough to copy all data from DRAM
to a backup disk. Upon the restoration of power, data is copied back from the backup disk
to DRAM and the drive resumes normal operation. Although DRAM-based SSDs typically
have slightly faster access time (10-50us) than ﬂash memory (35-100us), DRAM-based SSDs
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Flash memory Vs. Battery backed DRAM
Cost Lower (simpler design, no backup batteries and disks, and enclosure)
Power Consumption Much lower (no cooling fans are needed)
Volatility Non-volatile (no need to take 30-60 minutes to backup and restore)
Form Factor Much smaller (No large internal power supplies, fans, batteries and disks)
Data Integrity Similar (ECC protected)
Performance A bit slower (35-100us Vs. 10-50us)
Table 11.1: Comparison between Flash Memory and Battery backed DRAM [Bit04]
have several disadvantages that make it less attractive than ﬂash memory. Most DRAM-
based SSDs are large, rack-mount devices that requires large internal power supplies, fans,
batteries and disks. As a result, they are more expensive than ﬂash memory and have higher
power consumption and heat dissipation. Large size also prevents them from being more
ﬂexible in their use. To be worse, the backup and restore procedure typically addes 30-60
extra minutes or more to system downtime that is normally not acceptable in performance-
sensitive data center environments. For these reasons, we refer to ﬂash-based SSDs in the
following discussion whenever we mention solid state drives. Table 11.1 summarizes the
comparison between these two type of SSDs.
At ﬁrst glance compared to conventional hard disk drives, solid state drives have many
obvious advantages as an attractive alternative for enterprise storage systems. Instead of
the spinning platter and mechanical-magnetic head in a conventional hard disk drive, a solid
state drive does not have any moving parts and therefore eliminates seek time, latency,
and other electro-mechanical delays associated with a hard disk drive. As a result, solid
state drives have much faster (about 250 times) access time than conventional disks. No
mechanical parts also imply less noise and better mechanical reliability due to less wear and
tear. Solid state drives also have much less power consumption and heat production. For
example, the recently annouced Samsung’s 64GB ﬂash SSD only consumes 0.4W at active
state [Sam07] while the IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 SCSI disk consumes 13.5W power to service a
request. It also can provide very fast startup as no spin-up is required which is very desirable
for building energy-eﬃcient storage systems as discussed at the beginning of this chapter.
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Figure 11.1: Cost-eﬀectiveness analysis of ﬂash memory-based solid state drive
However, solid state drives is still far from ready to entirely replace hard disks in enterprise
storage systems due to the following reasons:
• Not cost-eﬀective: As of early 2007, ﬂash memory prices are still considerably higher
per gigabyte than those of comparable conventional hard drives (around $10/GB com-
pared to about $0.25/GB for hard drives [Wik07d]). We did simple cost-eﬀectiveness
analysis as shown in Figure 11.1. Assummping a solid state disk providing capacity
similar to IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 which is used in all our simulations, although its power
consumption is signiﬁcantly lower than that of IBM Ultrastar SCSI disks (0.5W vs.
13.5W), about 10 years would be needed in order to amortize its high upfront purchase
cost (assuming $100MWh [HPC03]). Therefore, now it is not cost-eﬀective to use ﬂash
memory as an alternative to hard disks at least from energy costs point of view.
• Slower write performance: Every write to a page must be preceded by an erase
because ﬂash drives can only write zero and the only way to write a one is to erase ﬁrst
which writes all ones. Worse, to write a page, the entire block has to be erased ﬁrst.
For example, NAND ﬂash, the most common kind, is typically divided into 128KB
blocks and then each block is further divided into 2KB pages [Rob07]. To write a new
page, the entire 128 KB block must be copied ﬁrst and then rewritten. This is reported
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that random writes to ﬂash drive takes an average latency of 22ms to complete [Rob07],
much worse than random writes to hard disks (typically 5-10ms).
• Limited write cycles: Flash drives will typically wear out after 100,000-300,000 write
cycles [Bit04]. Special ﬁle systems need to be used to mitigate this problem. First,
writes should be spread over the entire device rather than rewriting in place. Second,
once a block has been written above a certain percentage threshold, data in that block
will be swapped with data in a block that has exhibited ”read-only-like” characteristics.
Finally, when bad blocks occur, they are remapped to functional blocks.
• Slower sequential I/O: As rotational media devices, hard disks have much higher
sequential throughput (50-80MB/s) than ﬂash drives (typically 15-20MB/s) [Wik07a].
• Lower recoverability: After mechanical failure in ﬂash drivers, the data is completely
lost as the cell is destroyed, while if normal hard disks suﬀers mechanical failures, the
data is often recoverable using expert help.
• Smaller capacity: the capacity of SSDs is signiﬁcantly smaller than that of hard disk
drives. Only few companies oﬀer large (64 GB or larger) SSDs with adequate write
speeds, but these drives are available in limited quantities and are very expensive. On
the other hand, hard disks with hundreds of GBs are common and cheap.
In summary, although ﬂash drives is promising as a replacement for hard disks, there
remain some aspects of SSDs that makes the idea unrealistic for now. Although the cost per
gigabyte is decreasing rapidly for ﬂash drives, it is not yet clear that ﬂash drives will catch
up to the capacities and aﬀordabilities oﬀered by hard disks. There is also some technical
concerns with regard to SSD’s write performance and endurance. As both ﬂash drive and
hard disk have its own pros and cons, a more practical approach could be, rather than
entirely replacing hard disks using ﬂash drives, using hybrid techniques that combine the
advantages of both technologies.
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11.2 A Practical Approach - Hybrid Drives
Hybrid drives are a new type of hard disk that integrates non-volatile ﬂash memory with
traditional hard disk drives [Wik07b]. It can be used to provide more opportunities to save
disk energy by leveraging the advantages of both type of storage drives, which we will discuss
in this section.
A straightforward approach to use hybrid drives is to use the ﬂash memory as persistent
storage cache so that the underlying disk drives could stay at a low power mode for a longer
period of time. As opposed to DRAM-based caching, persistent storage cache is able to
retain all the data even in the event of a sudden power failure or reboot, and can even store
boot-up data into the buﬀer (as Window Vista’s ReadyBoost [Wik07c]). Chen etc. [CJZ06]
have well studied those issues with the careful and deliberate consideration of those particular
characteristics of the ﬂash drive. Their simulation results show that up to 41% of disk energy
can be saved with a relatively small amount of data written to the ﬂash drive. In multiple-
disk storage systems, this idea can be easily combined with our power-aware storage cache
algorithms such as PA-LRU and PB-LRU to save energy.
A more revolutionary approach is a hybrid ﬁle system that fully exploits the strength of
both drives: ﬂash drive is the permanent store for all metadata, excutables and small ﬁles,
while disk drives only store the content of large ﬁles. Because the large ﬁle accesses are
relatively infrequent, this design can put disks into a lower power mode most of time. The
threshold of deciding small ﬁle size could be a tunable parameter depending on the purchase
budget and workload characteristics.
In this design, performance penalty can only apply to accessing large ﬁle because of disk
spin-ups. Fortunately, large ﬁle access is infrequent and usually sequential, allowing aggre-
sive prefetching. Prediction is also feasible because only certain applications are associated
with large sequential ﬁle accesses, for example, a multimedia player. By spinning up disks
simultaneously when the application is being started, we can largely hide the latency over-
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head. Moreover, it is well known that users are more willing to wait for loading a long movie
than for opening a text editor.
This approach is innovative because disk drives can be kept spun-down even when the
system is in heavy use. Previous approaches have to activate disks to provide suﬃcient per-
formance with the absence of ﬂash drive. Currently there is some previous work [WRPK02]
studying the performance implication of such hybrid design. However, the design, implemen-
tation and evaluation of such a system for energy-eﬃciency is still an open question which
remains as our future work.
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Chapter 12
Conclusions and Future Work
In this report, we present the design of a performance-aware energy-eﬃcient storage sys-
tem for data centers that combines the following new ideas: (1) power-aware storage cache
replacement algorithms and write polices that can help the underlying disk energy man-
agement scheme save more energy and provide better response time; (2) a coarse-grain
disk-speed selection algorithm (CR) that supports multiple data layouts; (3) an adaptive
performance-directed energy-eﬃcient data layout that requires no extra disks and sacriﬁces
no reliability; and (4) a response-time performance guarantee method that can be coupled
with many energy control algorithms. We also study the interaction of these diﬀerent storage
components and how future storage trends may aﬀect the design of such systems.
Using both simulations with real system traces and emulated system evaluation, our re-
sults show that our scheme is eﬀective in overcoming the current limitations in energy man-
agement for high-end storage systems, thereby making it practical in real systems. Specif-
ically, our scheme is able to save the most amount of energy when compared to previous
solutions, while still meeting the response-time performance requirements in data centers.
There are many potential areas where our results could be extended. For example:
performing real system energy measurement and performance evaluation by using commeri-
cial multi-speed disks; broadening the workloads used, to include decision support systems
(DSS), mixed workload types, and larger-scale ones; leveraging intelligent disk scheduling
algorithms, such as free block scheduling [LSG+00], to improve the eﬃciency of disk re-
organization and data migration; incooperating ﬂash memory into our system design and
studying the energy implications of such a hybrid system.
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In summary, we believe that our design is an attractive energy management design for
high-end storage system in data centers: one that oﬀers signiﬁcant energy savings, while
meeting performance requirements, using simple, eﬀective algorithms that themselves have
wider applicability.
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